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Abstract

In this thesis I identify an important distinction: play per se is essentially free, whereas games per

se are to the contrary essentially controlled. While free play and controlled games are regularly 

complimentary, I argue there can be rather substantive dangers when this distinction is variously 

confused, such that being free is wrongly understood as being controlled, or vice versa where 

being controlled is wrongly understood as being free.
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This is the word that year by year,
While in her place the School is set,
Every one of her sons must hear,
And none that hears it dare forget.
This they all with a joyful mind
Bear through life like a torch in flame,
And falling fling to the host behind—
‘Play up! play up! and play the game!’

—Henry Newbolt, “Vitaï Lampada”, in Admirals All (1898).
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I. Summary Introduction:

Definitions, Argument, and Methodology

In this thesis I examine conceptions of play, and of games, and identify two activities 

currently best understood as distinct from and contrary to one another, according to their 

essential qualities of being free, and of being controlled, respectively.1 I identify play as an active

engagement which is in and of itself essentially free; that is, play per se always contains the 

freedom of a player to play however they choose to and without interference from whatever 

might otherwise prevent or control their playing. Anything less than this is play in name only, or 

is play but with certain additional unfree elements. Yet what often appears in association with 

play are active occupations that are in and of themselves unfree, in that they are essentially 

controlled, which I identify as games; that is, games per se always possess control over those 

occupied by them. Anything less than this is a game in name only, or is a game but with certain 

additional, engaging and uncontrolled, elements. Identified thusly, to play is to be free, to game 

is to be controlled, and to play a game (game-playing) is to freely engage with being controlled.2 

With this distinction between play and games identified, its genealogy detailed and traced in 

section II according to certain dynamic paradigms throughout time, I then, in section III, apply 

1The base words “play” and “game” will appear spelled throughout this thesis with 
various grammatical inflections: including appended with the suffix “-ing”, or preceded with the 
infinitive “to”, in order to denote these concepts for what they are, verbs (activities, states of 
being, or occupations); or preceded with the determiners “a” or “the”, in order to denote them as 
gerunds (verbs, but grammatically functioning as nouns); or appended with the suffix “-er”, in 
order to denote an actor engaged in these actions or states of affairs; or pluralised. Such 
comments on grammar are understood as natural and self-evident, but these comments are made 
nonetheless in order to be clear that, regardless of the grammatical forms the base words “play” 
and “game” take here, the distinct and essential meanings of these terms are never impacted. 
That is, playing is to be free, to play is to be free, a play is free, a player is free, and plays are 
free, and, likewise, gaming is to be controlled, to game is to be controlled, a game is controlled, a
gamer is controlled, and games are controlled.

2Unless otherwise specified, I will not use such noun forms as “a play” or “the play” to 
particularly mean a theatrical production. Also, unless otherwise specified, I will not use the 
word “game” to mean hunted animals, or an injured leg.
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this distinction towards scenarios which illustrate some of the dynamic possibilities and 

substantive impacts of their becoming contradictory. Altogether, a primary takeaway for the 

reader of this thesis can be an increased understanding of the concepts of play and games, 

especially with respect to their opposed distinction as being free and as being controlled, and 

especially with respect to the applied possibilities and impacts of their becoming contradictory. 

With this increased understanding, inasmuch as the reader values liberty, and/or inasmuch as the 

reader values order and control, a takeaway for the reader can also be an increased wariness 

towards those powers who might knowingly or unknowingly confuse, unduly associate, or 

otherwise contradict towards cynical ends the distinction between being free and being 

controlled as these qualities are respectively seen to manifest between play and games. A 

takeaway for the reader may even include, by way of comparison, some greater understanding of

the dynamic paradigm taking place between freedom and control in areas of life other than play 

and games.

The argument that play and games are essentially distinct and opposite, according to their

respective qualities of freedom and control, will be detailed in section II. Presented as a 

philosophical genealogy, we will see that various conceptions of play and games variously 

overlap in some accordance with the dynamic paradigm for more general views on freedom and 

control. This will namely be illustrated according to consideration of the English terms play and 

games themselves, consideration of certain, analogous, non-English terms, consideration of 

certain etymologies, consideration of certain sociological and historiographical influences, and 

consideration of these concepts according to a number of thinkers who have made significant 

comments about them. It will be speculated that the distinction between play and games appears 

literally in English through the different spelling of the terms for these concepts, stemming from 
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a want to use a term other than the one being used to singularly denote theatrical productions—

theatrical productions being highly culturally significant during the formative years of Early 

Modern English, and which were then, and still are now, called plays—and so the word games 

was selected for instead of plays to express this concept in a noun form (to be sure, while spelled 

distinctly in English, the distinction is still present in the grammar of non-English languages, or 

at least in French according to, as we will see later, Roger Caillois). It will be argued that this 

distinction is not quite there in classical thought, where conceptions focus more completely on 

only games that control, much more than they do on free play; assuming that ancient classical 

thought even possessed a conception of free play, other than as something to be avoided, or as 

something inherently destructive to civilised society. It will be argued that the distinction 

between play and games has largely in part been encouraged by an increase, from the 

Enlightenment onwards to contemporary modernity, in new ideas and positive attitudes towards 

individualism and liberty, contributing to a want to separate these new ideas from the concept of 

games, because games are to the contrary not free nor typically individualistic but rather 

controlled and collective; from this the hybrid-notion of game-playing takes precedence, where 

games are thought of and experienced more as activities one freely engages with, than as 

activities in which we find ourselves occupied and controlled by. It will be argued that this 

distinction has largely been greatly encouraged by an increase in negative attitudes towards the 

deathly labour conditions of children during the Industrial Age, which in turn manifested an 

increase in positive attitudes towards saving children from industrial work, and ultimately 

towards saving children from work altogether, and so rather valuing children according to their 

supposed natural propensity for play, if only because play is considered the opposite of work. It 

will be argued that the high level of authoritative global control in contemporary sports, and 
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therein the relative absence of individual freedom of play, is a relatively new, 20th Century 

phenomenon (albeit somewhat inspired by ancient, classical, Olympic ideals) stemming from a 

greater want to control massive urban and sedentary populations according to ideologies of 

sportive nationalism. And this distinction will also be seen variously expressed according to a 

number of preeminent thinkers who have made significant comments about play and games, 

including especially Johan Huizinga, Roger Callois, Eugen Fink, Bernard Suits, Thomas Hurka, 

and more. As we look at the comments from various thinkers such as these, it might be noticed 

that those thinkers who look more so at play are generally oriented towards the study of 

philosophy, whereas those thinkers who look more so at games are generally oriented towards 

the study of history and sociology; this is more evidence of the distinction between play, which 

like freedom is rather disembodied and metaphysical, as opposed to games, which like order are 

rather embodied, physical, and social. Altogether, section II basically identifies that there is a 

distinction to be made between play and games, especially according to how these activities have

over time become conceptually situated between opposite poles in the paradigm of being free 

and being controlled, and this section leads us to see that this distinction is much more true and 

useful than a rather confused, everyday conceptions which sees play and games as mostly or 

completely synonymous, or as distinct merely as a matter of grammatical form, spelling, or 

academic semantics.

Even without this grounding of section II, the distinction between the concepts of free 

play and controlled games generally reflects in everyday speech and common sense. For 

example, we see that play means being free in everyday speech and thought when we do not 

necessarily nor typically describe as games the activities of those who are seen to be freely and 

variously (by choice, and not necessarily according to any authority, regulations, bounds, or 
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goals) manipulating their food or dolls, or who are seen to be freely and variously engaging 

themselves with the outdoors; that is, because these activities are in and of themselves free and 

uncontrolled, we do not necessarily nor typically say that those involved with them are engaged 

in a game of food, or in a game of dolls, or in a game of outdoors, but rather tend to say that they

are playing with their food, playing with their dolls, playing outdoors. And, for example, we see 

that games mean being controlled in everyday speech and thought when we do not necessarily 

nor typically describe as players those slaves occupied by the Roman gladiator games, or those 

contestants finding themselves in the namesake of the fictional dystopia that is The Hunger 

Games, or those occupied by commercial video games, or those who are subject to ulterior 

deception; that is, because these activities are by and large in and of themselves unfree and 

controlled, we do not necessarily nor typically say that those who find themselves occupied by 

them are players, but rather tend to say that they are gladiators, or contestants or “tributes”, or 

gamers, or are being gamed. This distinction also reflects in the terms of these concepts 

themselves, since the words play and games are spelled differently, which usually indicates there

are two different concepts that are not just forms of each other. Even more plainly, this 

distinction reflects in the basic grammatical forms these terms take, since, even though both 

terms denote persons within some manner of activity, the term play more usually takes the 

grammatical form of a verb (except in the case where it indicates a theatrical production), 

whereas the term game more usually takes the grammatical form of a noun (more accurately a 

gerund); a verb form naturally suggests something more of an animate action of free agency, 

whereas a noun form naturally suggests something more of an inanimate thing without free 

agency. In other words, to describe an activity in terms of doing something suggests freedom 

more than does describing an activity in terms of being something. To be sure, even though the 
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distinction I draw our attention to is currently more or less identifiable in everyday speech and 

common sense, this is not to say it goes without saying, nor is this to say there is not ample space

within which to make important philosophical investigations. It often happens that those things 

which are most familiar, which hide in plain sight, are those things which are most foundational 

and which as such should be put into greater relief.

The opposed distinction between the qualities of being free and of being controlled, as it 

appears between the concepts of play and games, can, for various reasons detailed in section II, 

become confused, including especially because of their regular association together in the 

common, hybrid-notion of game-playing, and including because of the poor, which is not 

necessarily to say false, definition of games as forms of play, or the only somewhat better 

definition of games as controlled forms of play. For these reasons, play and games can become 

confused and contradictory, such that the freedom in play is unduly confused with or 

contradicted by the control in games, or vice versa such that the control in games is unduly 

confused with or contradicted by the freedom in play. This is more than a mere matter of formal 

misunderstanding (which is not to understate the danger of formal misunderstanding), but can 

also manifest substantive dangers. A number of the substantive dangers of these contradictions 

are conceived of and illustrated in section III, according to a number of applied scenarios, where 

the freedom in play and the control in games become contradictory, in ways where games are 

privileged over play, and in ways where play is privileged over games.

It will assist the reader by here straightaway providing definitions of the central concepts 

in question; namely, definitions of play and of games, and in turn including definitions of their 

essential qualities of being free and of being controlled, respectively. But first, some words on 

definitions themselves. A definition is a statement clearly representing the meaning of a term or 
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concept, typically for purposes of understanding, precision, and agreement. But the clarity of 

representation that a definition provides can be a matter of degree, where some definitions can be

more or less clear than others. One way a definition can have greater clarity is by providing a 

number of details. However, if a definition provides too many details, it can become information 

overload, too noisy and unwieldy, making the concept rather unclear and therefore not so well 

defined. The definition can avoid this by describing only those qualities seen to be most vital or 

essential to the term or concept being defined. Although there are many and more detailed 

definitions of play and games to select from, and which can naturally be seen describing the 

respective essential qualities of these concepts as being free and as being controlled, the 

definitions which I give here rather describe these concepts only according to their essential 

qualities of being free and of being controlled. These essentially distilled definitions are for the 

sake of precision, efficacy, and contrast, because in this thesis I am particularly focused on the 

confusions and contradictions involved between the freedom in play and the control in games. 

There is relatively less interest in the other qualities of these concepts, except insofar as they 

might impact the qualities of being free and of being controlled. The use of a more full definition

might even be somewhat useless or difficult here (which is not necessarily to say impossible), 

because we will be considering these terms, and the concepts they are meant to indicate, as 

belonging to a certain dynamic, genealogical paradigm. Notwithstanding this changing dynamic, 

the distinction between freedom in play and of control in games is true, according at least to the 

standpoint of this author, which is the standpoint of an English-speaking Canadian who is 

largely, but not only, a humble inheritor of the modern Western liberal tradition as it currently 

straddles the 20th and 21st centuries. The following definitions being given here for the concepts

of play and games might better be classified as essential distillations or descriptions, rather than 
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as more typically full definitions.

Play is here defined, or essentially distilled and described, as some engagement which 

necessarily involves being free. A game is here defined, or essentially distilled and described, as 

some occupation which necessarily involves being controlled. In other words, if there is no 

quality of being free in an activity, then it is not play, and if there is no quality of being 

controlled in an occupation, then it is not a game. Sports, by the way, are essentially games, 

except they typically, although not necessarily, are more intense, and also tend to call for such 

things as greater skill, physicality, a wider global following, politicization, a level of stability in 

their organization and institutionalisation, etcetera.3 To be sure, while all play is free, and all 

games are controlled, this is not to say that any activity that is free is play, nor is this to say that 

any activity that is controlled is a game. In logical terms, being free and being controlled are 

necessary but not sufficient conditions for play and games, respectively. The terms engagement 

and occupation are being thought of here with respect to play as basically interchangeable, as 

they describe play and games as verbs or activities. But the term occupation is particularly used 

with respect to games, because this term better indicates, somewhat counterintuitively (because 

of the regular association of games with play), that there does not necessarily need to be any free 

agency involved with someone who happens to find themselves in a game (as when, for 

example, slaves found themselves occupied and controlled by the Roman gladiator games). The 

term engagement, on the other hand, is particularly used with respect to play, because this term 

better indicates, our normal intuition, that there is indeed free agency when a player is at play.

There is room for additional clarity on what is not meant here by play and games, 

because these terms are often made ambiguous as they are sometimes used to indicate many 

3This description of sport is informed by Bernard Suits, “The Elements of Sport”, in 
Ethics in Sport, Second Edition, ed. William J. Morgan (Champaign: Human Kinetics), pp. 9-19.
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manners of activity or objects, often inaccurately or only by way of metaphor. The term play 

especially is often used ambiguously to indicate just about any interaction, including interactions 

that do not necessarily involve the engagement of a free agent, or to describe natural or cosmic 

phenomena that is only comparable to the actual free play of players by way of metaphor. For 

example, it would not be accurate to say that a child is playing when they are being forced or 

dragged by their parents to be occupied by a game of hockey, since there is little to no free 

agency or engagement here, only an activity of controlled occupation. If this child is said to be 

playing, then this is because the term play has been reduced to the status of a verb denoting just 

about any activity. If the term play can be replaced in its expression, without any loss of basic 

meaning, with just about any other verb or operative term—for example, if it can just as well be 

said that the child is gone to hockey, or that the child is at or in hockey, or that the child is 

practicing hockey, or that the child is competing in hockey, or that the child is doing hockey—

then this is a clue that the term play is not being used to refer to actual play, which must involve 

free engagement, but is rather reductively being used as a too general, interchangeable basic verb

or auto-operative term.4 It would also not be accurate for the term play to be used to say 

something like “see how the starlight plays upon the water”, since in such an expression there is 

no actual free engagement of a conscious agent, a player, but only a poetic metaphor to such free 

engagement, where the starlight is viewed as if it were playing upon the water, where the 

starlight is seen to play upon the water as if it were, say, skaters playfully skating upon a frozen 

4This insight is informed by Bernard Suits, “Words on Play”, in The Grasshopper: 
Games, Life, and Utopia (Peterborough, ON: Broadview Press, [1967-1978] 2014). | “The word 
‘play’ is highly ambiguous … I suggest that we ought not concern ourselves with the word ‘play’
when it is used as equivalent in meaning to such words as ‘perform,’ ‘operate,’ or ‘participate 
in.’ Thus, we can play the violin, but this means simply to perform upon the violin. We can play 
a pinball machine, but this means simply to operate it. And, finally, we can play a game, but this 
means simply to participate in it … [I]t is clear that in each of these uses another expression can 
be substituted for the expression ‘play’ without any loss of meaning” (pp. 220-21).
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pond. I consider the free activity of play to strictly be of someone, of a conscious agent, of a 

player, and not of some thing, of an unconscious object, except by way of metaphor.

This is more or less the case with games as well, which, although grammatically 

expressed as things, are actually controlled social constructs, and therefore, while they are indeed

things, they are things which supervene and are dependent upon conscious persons, at least in 

their origin. In this sense, it would be inaccurate to say something like “The Universe is a game”,

since the Universe is not a social construct. Although being in the Universe does involve being 

controlled according to certain natural regulations, boundaries, and obstacles, this is not enough 

to make it a game (this is a good example where being controlled is a necessary but not a 

sufficient condition for something to actually be a game). While I sometimes refer to how the 

concepts of play and games reflect in more everyday language and expressions, I do not do this 

too literally, or as something that is reliable, since just because something is said to be something

does not necessarily actually make it so.

It is of course the case that there are other qualities, perhaps even equally essential ones, 

which might, or should be, included in definitions or essential distillations and descriptions of 

these concepts, such as, say, autotelicity and enjoyment for play, or skill and challenge for 

games. It could be argued that the concepts of play and games indeed should be defined or 

described using more terms, more qualities, not fewer as I am doing here, in order to usefully 

limit their scope and usage, since the terms of play and games are often being used in ways 

which merely indicate the concepts in very ambiguous, rudimentary, or incidental fashions. For 

example, Bernard Suits argues against Johan Huizinga’s definition, saying that Huizinga defines 

play too broadly, so broadly that play is found “under nearly every rock in the social landscape”;5

5Bernard Suits, “Words on Play” in The Grasshopper (Peterborough, ON: Broadview 
Press, 2014 [1977]), p. 217.
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a statement implying that Huizinga is calling things play which really are not play, or at least are 

really not quite play. Am I myself here defining or describing play and games too broadly and 

ambiguously, by looking at them distilled to only one quality each? No, because my purpose 

here is ultimately not to describe in great detail all of the more or less attendant qualities of play 

and games, nor even to define and limit what these concepts actually are or mean; although, to be

sure, what exactly these concepts actually are and mean will happen to naturally be discussed as 

we consider various conceptions of them, as we parse and put their distinction into relief, and as 

we variously move through and about them to find those aspects of them that are of greatest 

interest to our focus. More particularly than just looking to what play and games are or mean, my

purpose here is ultimately to highlight that there is an important distinction to be identified 

between the essential quality of being free in play, as opposed to the essential quality of being 

controlled in games, and that these regularly associated concepts and qualities can become 

contradictory. In this way, this thesis might even be seen to ultimately be more about freedom 

and control than it is about play and games. Therefore, to all these ends, it is enough and 

appropriate, lending to a streamlined clarity and avoiding unnecessary complexity, to consider 

these concepts distilled in this way, according to what is necessary and essential to them, to see 

play itself as being free, and games themselves as being controlled.

Since play essentially means to be free, and games essentially mean to be controlled, 

what should of course follow are definitions of being free, and of being controlled. The 

definition of freedom used by this thesis is from the philosopher Gerald C. MacCallum, Jr.:

Whenever the freedom of some agent or agents is in question, it is always freedom from 
some constraint or restriction on, interference with, or barrier to doing, not doing, 
becoming, or not becoming something.6

6Gerald C. MacCallum, Jr., “Negative and Positive Freedom”, in The Philosophical 
Review 76, no. 3 (July, 1967): p. 314.
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Freedom defined this way is always in at least a threefold relationship; that is, freedom is always 

of someone, from someone or something, to (do or access) something. In the context of an 

ordinary expression of “free beer”, for example, the freedom is of the beer drinker, from the 

usual cost for beer, to obtain beer. For another example, more in terms of the topic at hand, the 

freedom to play is of the player, from things that would otherwise prevent their playing, to play. 

Never mind that to say an activity is free play is somewhat tautological, since to play is to de 

facto be in some state of freedom.7

One way to define a term is by relating it to other expressions and meanings. This can 

include relating a term to its opposite. For example, the meaning of hot can be defined as not 

cold, and the meaning of good can be defined as not bad. In this way, the meaning of being free 

can be defined as not being controlled, and, conversely, the meaning of being controlled can be 

defined as not being free. Being free and being controlled are considered and presented here as 

7A marginal note on freedom, and on the use of the above definition of freedom from 
MacCallum. A significant amount of the contemporary discussion in philosophy surrounding the 
concept of freedom is dominated by what are thought of as two kinds: that is, negative as 
opposed to positive freedom, basically thought of as freedom from something, as opposed to 
freedom to (do or access) something, respectively. Many philosophical literatures on freedom 
treat these two kinds as somewhat irreconcilable. But this view of irreconcilability is unwieldy, 
does not help point to the truth of the matter for this thesis, and does not accord well with more 
everyday conceptions of freedom. This positive/negative separation is merely mentioned in this 
marginal note in order to be clear that it does not apply here (except perhaps in ways which 
would unnecessarily bewilder), and in order to get past it (opening a door only in order to close 
it), since it is prominent enough of a discussion that it might seem odd not to mention it, here in a
paper that is very much about freedom. Indeed, the useful definition of freedom from 
MacCallum being used by this thesis comes from a piece where he is directly criticizing this so-
called distinction, calling it something of a false dichotomy, and offering a solution to the 
problems it tends to bring. He argues that, in what philosophers are making out to be two kinds 
of freedom, there are actually three inseparable aspects of freedom, not irreconcilable kinds, and 
that these aspects can always be at least implicitly appreciated according to the context in which 
the concept of freedom is being used. This thesis employs what MacCallum advises in his essay 
(cited in the previous footnote), that it is best “to regard freedom as always one and the same 
triadic relation [that is, freedom is always of, from, and to (do or access) something], but 
recognize that various contending parties disagree with each other in what they understand to be 
the ranges of the term variables” (p. 312).
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outright opposites. Keeping the above definition of freedom from MacCallum in mind, being 

controlled can be defined as the absence of freedom of someone, from someone or something, to 

(do or access) something. More on its own terms, being controlled is defined here as an activity 

or occupation where an individual or group is controlled and limited according to some set of 

regulations, boundaries, obstacles, and goals. Such an activity, most certainly in the case where 

this activity is not intrinsically elected for by those who find themselves occupied by it, is at 

outright odds with what it is to be free.8

To be sure, although being free and being controlled are outright opposites, and although 

they can contradict one another between the concepts of play and games, this is not to say they 

cannot compliment or work well in concert with one another, including in play and games. 

Opposites can often compliment, as when the tangible opposites of too hot and too cold can work

well together to make something warm and just right. Or as when the distinct voices in a 

contrapuntal piece of music beautifully sing together, as in a fugue from Bach. Indeed, being 

controlled can work to manifest even more and greater freedom, and vice versa being free can 

work to manifest even more and greater control. For an example of being controlled working to 

manifest greater freedom, consider a child who is controlled, through instruction, to achieve a 

certain minimum degree of excellence in their knowledge and understanding. Being controlled in

this way can create greater possibilities of freedom for this child in their later life. Having been 

8It might be thought that these definitions, or essential distillations, are too broad. While 
it is true that they are broad, this is not inappropriate, because being free and being ruled, 
including how these appear as qualities of play and games, are in fact very broad concepts which 
can be used in a very broad variety of contexts. For example, consider some broad, otherwise 
disparate, contexts in which expressions of play or games might occur: the play of the lever, the 
play of the sunlight on water, go play outside, don't play with your food, the womanizing player, 
etcetera; game the system, he is game for anything, the games of the gods, life is a game, a zero-
sum game, it’s game time, etcetera. To be sure, although seemingly disparate, the applicability of
the concepts of play and games, even metaphorically, to such a broad variety of contexts is very 
likely owing to what is the broad nature of their essential respective properties, being free and 
being controlled.
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controlled through instruction to learn to read, including against their will (as in the common 

parental dictate “do your homework!”), the child is thereby given greater freedom of access to 

those many good experiences and opportunities in their later life, made possible and favoured by 

their literacy learned through controlled instruction. Even quite arbitrary limitations upon 

freedom can make for something greater, as when the low-budget constraints of early Spaghetti 

Western films brought composer Ennio Morricone to artistically express some of the most epic 

and memorable feelings of heroism, rugged individualism, the sinister, and forward motion, 

using not an extravagant big-budget brass/viola orchestra as per the style of the Hollywood 

Western at the time, but instead with little more than the bare-bones twang and sustain of an 

electric guitar, a drum kit, jew’s harp, chanting, and some whipping and whistling sound effects.9

Not only can being controlled and limited manifest greater freedom and creation, but the 

converse is true as well: being free can work to manifest greater control. For example, again 

consider the child controlled in their instruction, but consider how they are allowed some 

moments of freedom, reprieve, from this controlled instruction, formalized as “recess” in many 

institutions of learning. This freedom from their controlled instruction allows the child to rest, or 

to focus on other things of interest only to them, or to variously reflect on what they have 

learned, which in turn can stoke recharged motivation and focus for when they return to their 

controlled instruction, and/or can allow revealing, outside insight to shine in. This often 

complimentary dynamic between being free and being controlled carries over as these qualities 

appear in the concepts of play and games. For an example of a controlled game working to 

manifest greater free play, consider being controlled by hockey, as with this game’s regulated 

obstacle that you must use a stick instead of your hands to maneuver the puck towards the goal. 

9Hear, for example, Ennio Morricone originally credited under the alias Dan Savio, 
“Titoli”, in A Fistful of Dollars (Italy, 1964).
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This regulated control can work to generate greater, more creative and active, freedom, the 

freedom to do something controlled and well—greater stick-handling, puck-passing, slap-shots, 

wrist-shots, etcetera—than can the absolute freedom to merely play the puck into the net by the 

most efficient means, say by picking up the puck with one’s hands, shoving the goalie aside, and 

lobbing it into the net. On the other hand, for an example of free play working to manifest a 

greater controlled game, consider a hockey player on offense, who, on their way to the goal, 

dekes around a defense-person. This deke—a matter of free choice, of trying to put the opposing 

defense-person out of position by deceptively choosing to go one way while seeming to go 

another—can work to generate a greater controlled game, by adding an element of exciting 

uncertainty, of risk and talent versus certainty and ineptitude. Being free and being controlled 

can also complement each other when being controlled is freely volunteered to by choice, as 

opposed to when being controlled is imposed by some extrinsic authoritarian power. This 

accords with the hybrid notion of game-playing, where one freely volunteers themselves over to 

a controlled activity. And this accords well with the notion of self-restraint, where an individual 

fights against some vice through the free force of their will, rather choosing to impose on 

themselves a life controlled against vice. In these cases, being controlled is freely elected for by 

those who would be controlled. All of the above is to basically say that, although there are 

distinctions to be made between being free and being controlled, including making these 

distinctions as they appear within the concepts of play and games, and including noticing that 

being free and being controlled are opposites, this does not necessarily mean that being free and 

being controlled are irreconcilable and cannot complement one another or work in concert. 

Notwithstanding, I am ultimately and particularly focused on those cases where the qualities of 

being free and of being controlled rather can indeed become, and in fact often are, confused 
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between the concepts of play and games, such that they rather do not work in concert but instead 

come to contradict one another.

It might be thought that being free is in some way better than being controlled, or, vice 

versa, that being controlled is in some way better than being free, including in the concepts of 

play and games. The struggles between being free and being controlled are manifold and 

universal, and can be seen generally reflected in the perennial struggles of the left versus the 

right (that is, the progressive politics of freedom from what is thought bad towards what is 

thought good, versus the conservative politics of maintaining controls thought good against what 

is thought bad), adventure versus safety (there is arguably more freedom in adventure, and more 

control in safety), intuition versus analysis (there is arguably more freedom in intuition, and 

more control in analysis), chaos versus order, etcetera. While some moral and ethical judgement 

can be made between freedom and control, I try to reserve an ultimate judgment here, and try to 

give equal weight to both, avoiding as much as I can any bias towards one considered as better or

worse than the other. Indeed, the quality of being free in play can in and of itself be seen to be 

without any moral dimension, except according to considerations that are separate from play per 

se. Games, however, must certainly possess some moral or ethical dimension, since they are 

controlled and social, and therefore must involve appropriate and inappropriate behaviours. In 

this thesis, I limit my focus only to the moral and ethical dimensions involving the potential 

contradictory impacts between the freedom in play and the control in games. To this end, the 

phrases “being free” and “being controlled” have been selected here to describe the essential 

qualities of play and games, because this is of course accurate, but also because these phrasings 

help express the stark opposition between play and games. Unfortunately, there happens to be 

certain positive and negative connotations with “being free” and “being controlled” which are 
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not intentional here, including especially certain positive connotations with being free, and 

certain negative connotations with being controlled. It just happens that our contemporary 

Western ethos generally values being free over being controlled, although this is subject to 

change and although it can be argued that this value is currently much more rhetorically stated 

than it is actually believed. Other words might have been selected with little to no loss of basic 

meaning, such as anarchy, liberty, and unruliness for being free, or authoritarianism, law, order, 

and unfree for being controlled. But these do not as well communicate the stark distinction being

drawn here, and/or they carry even stronger connotations that are too much. And so it is that 

“being free” and “being controlled” are the phrasings selected for here, notwithstanding 

whatever connotations they might carry. All things considered, it is enough for the scope of this 

thesis, if only for purposes of focus, to strictly examine the distinction between free play and 

controlled games, and to make judgments only with respect to the points at which these concepts 

and their distinction become contradictory.

I conclude that the concepts of play and games are best considered as distinct and 

opposite, according to their respective qualities of being free and of being controlled, and as 

normally complimentary when brought into concert with one another in the dual notion of game-

playing. This distinction between play and games should be made in order to not unduly confuse 

being free with being controlled, or vice versa in order to not confuse being controlled with 

being free, if only insofar as it is bad, untrue and/or in error, to think of oneself as being one 

thing when actually the opposite is the case. And this distinction between play and games should 

be made because the freedom in play and the control in games each have significant value 

independent of one another, and as such should not be confused.

The methodology I employ in this thesis is conceptual clarification; that is, the 
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identifying and distinguishing of concepts that are being used in vague or inconsistent ways. 

Such a methodology reflects in the work of the philosopher Isaiah Berlin, who is seen describing 

it when he gives what he takes to be the central task of philosophy, in his essay, “The Purpose of 

Philosophy”:

The task of philosophy, often a difficult and painful one, is to extricate and bring to light 
the hidden categories and models in terms of which human beings think (that is, their use 
of words, images and other symbols), to reveal what is obscure or contradictory in them, 
to discern the conflicts between them that prevent the construction of more adequate 
ways of organising and describing and explaining experience (for all description as well 
as explanation involves some model in terms of which the describing and explaining is 
done); and then, at a still ‘higher’ level, to examine the nature of this activity itself 
(epistemology, philosophical logic, linguistic analysis), and to bring to light the 
concealed models that operate in this second-order, philosophical, activity itself.10

In kind I take it as my task here to reveal what is obscure, contradictory, and/or similar between 

our understanding of the concepts of play and games, and their attendant essential qualities of 

being free and of being controlled, and hopefully in so doing to provide a better understanding, 

one which avoids the dangers involved with these meanings becoming variously and unduly 

confused, mistaken, contradicted, or abused. It is even hoped that, in doing this, some further 

truth might be hinted at or revealed about the nature of these concepts and qualities themselves.

10Isaiah Berlin, “The Purpose of Philosophy”, in Concepts and Categories, Second 
Edition (New Jersey: Random House, [1962] 2013), p. 12.
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II. Genealogy / Etymology:

Tracing Paradigms of Play and Games

This section traces evidence supporting my foundational claim, which says that play and 

games are two distinct and opposite concepts, according to their respective qualities of being free

and of being controlled. This section will trace how this distinction has come to reflect certain 

paradigms about freedom and control throughout time. This evidence will be presented as a 

genealogy and etymology, tracing the conceptual dynamic of play and games based namely upon

consideration of certain analogous non-English terms, the English terms themselves, the 

concepts themselves, and certain sociological and historiographical factors. The term genealogy 

is meant here philosophically, in the Nietzschean/Foucaultian sense of the term. The intent here 

is to illustrate the manifold paradigmatic dynamics in which conceptions of play and games, 

freedom and control, have variously shifted; perhaps to a more or less classical conception of 

controlled games, or rather perhaps to a more or less modern conception of free play, or rather 

perhaps to a more or less hybrid notion of game-playing, of being freely controlled.

The term “play” originates from the Old English term plæġian, meaning to “dance, leap 

for joy, rejoice”, and plæġa, meaning “rapid movement, exercise”,11 which in turn originates 

from the modifying prefix in the Proto-Indo-European language, dlegh- (pronounced not unlike 

play, but with a d sound instead of a p sound), meaning to “engage oneself”.12 And so the English

term for play appears not inappropriately to have originated from an expression indicating 

physical movement, and, even before this, more basically expressed action itself, in a way not 

unlike the function of the current English modifying suffix “-ing”. This very basic, grammatical 

11The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology, ed. C. T. Onions (Oxford, UK: Oxford 
UP, 1966), s.v. “play”.

12American Heritage Dictionary, 4th ed. (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
2006), Appendix I: Indo-European Roots, s.v. “dlegh-”.
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meaning, of actively engaging oneself, fits with play seen essentially as freedom, where freedom 

is basically thought to include being free to do something, or at least being free from something 

that might otherwise obstruct someone from doing something. Now, the etymological origin of 

the English term “game” may come from a prehistoric, proto-Germanic compound of the prefix 

ga-, meaning collective, and mann (the source of the English term “man”), meaning person, 

which together literally denote a concept of people together.13 A variation of this archaic spelling

for the term game can still be seen in what is perhaps the oldest known board game, 

backgammon (“back” apparently refers to a move in this game, where the checkers are forced to 

move back to the bar after being hit). Notwithstanding a relatively few exceptions, most games 

are not solitary but do indeed tend to be communal; such as most sports, poker, and including 

also many of the most popular video games today, which, despite the reputation of video games 

as a solitary activity, often actually contain some communal component to them, sometimes 

including enormous online groups within which gamers can be occupied in the game together. At

least with respect to their etymologies, there is a sense of community associated with games that 

is not necessarily there in play. We have on the one hand the origin of the term play, which 

basically means being engaged in some action, whereas on the other hand we have the origin of 

the term game, which basically means something communal. At the very outset then, in terms of 

their origins, the terms play and games are seen to be denoting quite different affairs.

How then has it come to be that today these English terms, play and games, often appear 

to be referring to the same activity? I conjecture one major contributing factor to be that in 

English, since play can, as with many words, be treated as both a noun and a verb, but since the 

noun form of play is already being used very particularly to refer to a theatrical production, a 

13Dictionary of Word Origins, paperback edition (Indianapolis, IN: Richard Clay Ltd., 
1994), s.v. “game”.
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separate term is wanted for, and so the term game is preferred and selected. In support of this 

conjecture, consider that concurrent to the seminal period of Early Modern English—the mid 

16th to early 17th centuries, when English was more completely becoming a language to its own

—there was a significant rise in the popularity of English theatre productions, which were then 

called and that we now continue to call plays. Owing to the strong cultural affinities that were 

being made between the English language and theatre productions at this time, which is the time 

of the illustrious Shakespeare, the use of the noun “a play” became an especially significant one. 

So significant indeed that the use of play in such a noun form would have been discouraged for 

communicating anything other than theatrical productions, in order to avoid confusion and to 

protect the singular significance of theatrical productions. This is likely one major contributing 

factor for why we in English never say “playing a play”, and why we instead say “playing a 

game”, whereas this awkwardness does not appear in non-English languages, such as in German 

with spielen ein Spiel, or in French with jouer à un jeu. Although there is of course phonetic, 

textual, and etymological contiguity between the German doublets spielen and Spiel(e), and 

likewise between the French doublets jouer and jeu(x), there is a lack of such contiguity between

the English terms playing and game(s). And, as I hope to effectively argue, this lack of 

contiguity is not merely terminological or grammatical, but reflects as two distinct concepts, 

according to the dynamic paradigm between their essential respective qualities of freedom and 

control.

I am ultimately examining those concepts denoted by the English terms of play and 

games. However, these concepts have of course been variously considered elsewhere, if not even

more so, according to non-English terms. And so it will assist to look somewhat at these 

concepts as they have been expressed according to the terms of certain non-English thinkers, 
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and, by doing so, things will in turn be revealed about their English analogs. The “Translators’ 

Introduction” for an anthology of works on play, from the German thinker Eugen Fink, tells us 

something interesting about the German term Spiel. The translators tell the reader that Spiel is 

analogous to the English concept of play, but also of game, and that in their English translation 

they have rendered it both ways, either as play or as games, according to whether or not they 

determine Fink to mean the “usual” English sense of either play or games.14 Unfortunately, they 

say little about how precisely it is that play and games are analogous to Spiel, or what it is they 

think games mean in the “usual” English sense. But they do give an interesting example of how 

in English we would not usually call playing with dolls a game, but would only call such an 

activity playing; that is, we would typically in English refer to this activity as playing with dolls, 

and not as a game of dolls, or playing a game of dolls. The translators offer no reasons for why 

this is, since the example is given only as an instance of what is “usual” in English. But the fact 

that playing with dolls is usually called play, yet not a game, is a good indication for how a 

generally uncontrolled activity—one based on free imagination more so than on any controlled 

structure, rules, limits, or goals—is play, but not a game. The translators further inform the 

reader that, when the term “game” does not seem appropriate to them, they instead use such 

phrasings as “instance of play”, or “kind of play”.15 Whether this is indeed appropriate or not, the

wariness on the part of Fink’s translators, a wariness towards just using the terms play and/or 

game interchangeably to refer to the concept of Spiel, indicates there is something amiss in the 

relationship between these terms, which are so often being supposed and translated as analogous.

I speculate that such wariness does not merely stem from some grammatical oddity, where 

14Ian Alexander Moore & Christopher Turner, “Translators’ Introduction” in Eugen 
Fink, Play as Symbol of the World, and Other Writings (Bloomington, IN: Indiana UP, 2016), p. 
10.

15Moore and Turner, “Translators’ Introduction”, p. 10.
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games simply mean forms of play and where it is just some quirk of English diction and spelling 

that there is any awkwardness in translation, but rather that such wariness stems more from a 

now intuitive, practical, cultural, modern sense, where a distinction is indeed being made 

between activities that are free, as opposed to those that are rather controlled.

This ambiguity in translation is echoed in a book translated from a French thinker of play,

Roger Caillois, originally titled in French as Les jeux et les hommes. This title could literally be 

translated as Plays and Man, which would be awkward in English, since play pluralised this way 

would too strongly suggest theatrical productions. Or, if a game is taken to mean a form of play, 

this title could be translated as Games and Man. But what is noteworthy is that this title is not 

translated in either of these ways, but is instead translated by simultaneously including both the 

singular term “play” and the pluralised term “games” together, without a separating Oxford 

comma, leaving us with the translated title of “Man, Play and Games”. This is not an 

insignificant difference between the original French and the translated English. Instead of the 

two terms of the original, untranslated title, Les jeux et les hommes, the title has instead been 

brought into English with three words. This suggests that there are two qualities contained within

the French term jeux, neither of which the translator wanted to leave out, and which are 

separately expressed in English with the two terms of play and games. However, to be sure, this 

is not to say that the distinction between play and games is not conceptually there in French, but 

only that it is there in the literal spellings of English. This will be elaborated upon later, when we

more closely examine this distinction as it indeed reflects in the thinking of Caillois, who is of 

course originally thinking en français.

There are other interesting subtleties elsewhere in this translation, as when Caillois 

originally writes, “à adopter tel jeu ou telle espèce de jeu”,16 whereas this is rendered by the 

16Roger Caillois, Les jeux et les hommes (Paris, France: Gallimard, 1958), p. 75.
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translators as, “selects one kind of game to play”.17 Here we see that, although Caillois is 

originally using the same term twice—that is, once to refer to the concept of jeu itself, and again 

to refer to a species of this concept—the translator has instead opted to translate “espèce de jeu” 

(species of play) with the English term “game”. It is apparent that the translator is using the 

terms play and/or game more or less interchangeably to translate the concept of jeu. To be sure, 

as we will see later when we more closely examine some of Caillois’ thinking, this was indeed 

his original, central meaning, that there is a distinction to be drawn between play itself, as 

opposed to its various manifest forms. But this distinction is made ambiguous, or is not even the 

same distinction as the one that comes accidentally via translation with the English terms of play 

and games, and does not expressly come from Caillois himself.

There are still more reasons for why we should be on guard against unduly viewing non-

English terms as completely synonymous to the English terms for play and games. The Dutch 

thinker of play, Johan Huizinga, notices that in German we say spielen ein Spiel (and I would 

include that in French we say jouer à un jeu), whereas in English we say playing a game, and 

that something appears to have been lost in English with the doublet play and game, since, in 

order to clearly express the essential nature of an activity, the idea shared between its noun and 

verb forms usually should, either phonetically or textually, reflect in one another.18 But this does 

not happen in English with the terms play and games. Huizinga merely notes that something 

seems off and moves on, since his focus is not necessarily on these concepts as they manifest in 

English, nor is he even originally writing in English. But this does again indicate that something 

might be off between these English terms, beyond just their different spelling.

Looking towards the etymological origins of some of the terms being used to express 

17Roger Caillois, Man, Play and Games. Trans. by Meyer Barash (Illinois, US: Illinois 
UP, [1958] 2001), p. 44.

18Huizinga, Homo Ludens, p. 37.
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these concepts, we see that they have come about via radically different trajectories. The root 

German, French, and English terms, Spiel, jeu, play, and games, share no etymological 

relationship to one another. This is perhaps somewhat surprising since it happens even in spite of

the fact that the modern European languages these terms belong to often happen to share a 

number of cognates for very basic and universal concepts. For a strong example of such 

cognates, consider the word for what in English is “night”, a very basic and universal concept, 

which can widely be heard and seen phonetically and linguistically reflected across Indo-

European languages, such as nuit in French, and Nacht in German. But this is not likewise the 

case with what could be regarded as the supposedly basic and universal concepts of play and 

games. Perhaps views of play and games are not so universal, and are actually rather much more 

culturally dependent than is supposed.

The German noun Spiel, including of course its verb form spielen, originates from the 

Proto-Indo-European root spel-, meaning to “speak aloud, tell with emphasis”.19 Spiel also shares

its etymological origin with such English terms as “spell” (as in “cast a spell”), and “Gospel” 

(literally meaning the good spell). In English, the term “spell” is associated with such things as 

the spiritual, the abstract, the transcendent, the magical (I mean magical here in the sense of 

something fantastic and beautiful, and do not necessarily mean it in a silly or wily way). Oddly 

enough, the English term “spell”, meaning to put letters together in the proper order to form 

words, also has its origin in the proto-Germanic term spel-, and this makes sense if we view 

spelling as a kind of mystical, runic incantation or logos; the decidedly transcendent human 

ability to place symbolic characters together in certain orders to transmit meaning is in fact a 

magical, communal, and spiritual phenomenon. Such associations with the mystical might help 

19University of Texas PIE Etymon and IE Reflexes, adapted from Julius Pokorney edition
(University of Texas at Austin, accessed Aug., 2018), s.v. “spel-”, online, 
<https://lrc.la.utexas.edu/lex/master/1832>.

https://lrc.la.utexas.edu/lex/master/1832
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suggest why spielen is often seen in German metaphysics, insofar as this field is associated with 

non-physical, unseen, or transcendental matters. The English term “play”, on the other hand, 

seems to be more associated with the physical, and where these more metaphysical aspects 

associated with spielen appear somewhat dulled. This is not to suggest that there is no 

metaphysical quality to the English concept of play, or vice versa that there is no physical quality

to the German concept of spielen. In other words, this is not to say that playing and spielen are 

disparate. But it is to say that, notwithstanding their shared essential quality of freedom, there are

at least some, if not many, associative and suggestive differences in their incidental properties, 

such as their metaphysical or physical emphases. It may even be that what metaphysical 

associations there are with the English concept of play and games have come about over the 

centuries by way of their regular association together as the go-to analogous terms of translators. 

The etymology of jeu, including of course its verb form jouer, comes from the Latin jocus, 

which is also where the word “joke” in English originates from. Joking considered as a form of 

play will factor later, when we consider how a game can become contradicted by play when 

treated like a joke.

I am arguing that play per se is an essentially free activity, as opposed to games which are

essentially controlled activities. Consider this distinction in light of what Isaiah Berlin, a 

philosopher of liberty, has to say. He makes the startling case—startling because it unsettles our 

particularly modern, biased view of individual freedom as some timeless universal truism—that 

our currently familiar ideas about freedom, more specifically the idea that an individual should 

possess some sphere that is untouchable to the State and within which an individual may do as 

they will, did not really even exist as such in classical antiquity. He writes, “The notion of 

freedom from State control … that notion is wholly alien to the ancient world … it is a gross 
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anachronism to find it in the ancient world”.20 The steps which Berlin says led to what is now our

current idea of individual freedom can be summarised as follows. First, politics and ethics are 

divorced as two separate fields of study (this is evident with the studies of Aristotle). With such a

separation, what is considered the natural unit moves from the group to the individual; politics by

this separation become more technological than ethical. The inner life is then seen more to be the

genuine life, whereas the outer life is seen more as expendable; actions are measured as good 

more according to how and whether they come from within, as opposed to being influenced from

without. Then, very real and substantive movements of resistance against the encroachments of 

civil establishment (such as the early struggles and successes of the Chirstian Church against the 

Roman Empire) make more concrete the idea that some frontier, individual and/or spiritual, must

be drawn beyond which the State cannot enter. It is at this point that the shift is made practically 

complete, as Berlin writes, “Individual salvation, individual happiness, individual taste, 

individual character emerge as the central goal, the center of interest and value”.21 To be sure, 

Berlin concludes that the steps towards this new idea of individual freedom are “far from being a

sad, slow decline, it meant expanding horizons … the beginning of new values, and a new 

conception of life”.22 Since the concept of play is dependent on individual freedom, and insofar 

as it is true that there was no real idea of individual freedom during classical times, such as we 

understand freedom today, then it follows that there also was no real idea of play per se during 

classical antiquity, such as we understand play today, since play today is decidedly and 

essentially conceived according to terms of individual freedom. And so the idea of play per se 

that we might project onto classical antiquity, or, more likely and accurately, onto our own 

20 Isaiah Berlin, “The Birth of Greek Individualism”, in Liberty (Oxford, UK: Oxford 
UP, [1962] 2013), pp. 318-9.

21Berlin, “The Birth of Greek Individualism”, p. 319.
22Berlin, “The Birth of Greek Individualism”, p. 321.
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readings of translations of classical antiquity, are merely a retrospective projection and illusion. 

It was not until some time later, during the modern increase in positive attitudes towards freedom

and individualism, which we will come to later, that the concept of play per se came about, 

considered rather distinctly from more classical notions of collectivity and control in games as an

activity of individual freedom.

Although, considered as an activity of individual freedom, there may not have been much

of an idea of play per se in times before the modern era, there was, on the other hand, certainly 

an idea of games. Certainly, because games have physically, archaeologically extant remains that

we can see and study; namely, various game-boards, game-die, and game-pieces. And people 

still even continue to be occupied by these very games today. These games are common 

throughout all human societies, and are extensively detailed in The Oxford History of Board 

Games, from the games-scholar, -historian, and -designer David Parlett. The ultimate study of 

Parlett’s above book is board games, but before moving to this particular study the author first 

more generally defines what he means by play, and by games, and more particularly what he 

means by boardgames. He does not think there is much of an important distinction between play 

and games, and that what distinction there is is “circuitous” (which I take Parlett to mean that 

whatever distinction there is unnecessarily complicates), and is merely a grammatical oddity of 

the English language. Parlett writes that, “a game is what you play, and to play is to do a game; 

therefore game and play are basically the same, except that one is a noun and the other a verb”.23 

I of course do not agree with this distinction as being “merely” grammatical or insignificant, and 

Parlett briefly goes on to agree and admit as much as he then immediately, in the next sentence, 

begins to bring attention to some “fascinating side-effects” that come from this supposedly 

23David Parlett, History of Board Games: The Updated Edition of The Oxford History of
Board Games, (Vermont: Echo Point Books, 2018), p. 1.
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merely grammatical distinction; to my thinking, to simultaneously describe something as 

fascinating belies having just described it as mere and insignificant—so nevermind this brief 

argument of his, if only in light of all the greater evidence and argumentation that I am here 

presenting to the contrary. Parlett places games and boardgames under a number of 

subcategories. But for our purposes what is most interesting is his ultimate, most antecedent 

categorization for games, what he categorizes as informal and formal games:

An informal game is merely undirected play, or ‘playing around’, as when children or 
puppies play at rough and tumble. In the school playground, informal games often engage
the current heroes and heroines of urban myth, thereby exhibiting a dramatic element and
showing how closely games (informal) approach the condition of plays (impromptu).24

Notwithstanding the difference in terms—that is, the difference between Parlett’s insistence that 

these two types of activities (what he calls informal and formal) be altogether referred to as 

games, whereas I identify a literal distinction between activities which I say are better termed as 

play per se, as opposed to games per se—it remains, conceptually speaking at least, that Parlett 

has identified a distinction between certain activities that are informal, and certain others that are 

rather formal, or, putting it in the terms of this thesis, between those activities that are free from 

form, and those that are rather controlled by form. Neverminding Parlett’s want to use the term 

play and games to both refer to games, our interest is just towards how he particularly defines 

games per se. Parlett establishes that his study will be focusing on formal games (and even 

further on from this, board games), and will rather not be focusing on informal games. But I see 

his view of formal games as encapsulating what I consider to be games per se. He defines formal

games as having two essential qualities: ends and means. The ends of the game are the objective;

in other words, they are what necessarily bring this activity to a close, they are most often what it

is to win the game. But it is what Parlett identifies as the other essential quality for formal games,

24David Parlett, History of Board Games, p. 3.
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the means, which is of most interest to us, since this is where we find what I am here referring to 

as the essential control in games. Parlett defines the means essential to any game, writing as 

follows:

It [a game] has an agreed set of equipment [taken broadly to include even the equipment 
of vocabulary in word-games] and of procedural ‘rules’ by which the equipment is 
manipulated to producing a winning situation. ‘Every game has its rules’, says Huizinga 
in Homo Ludens. But we may go further, and say ‘Every game is its rules’, for they are 
what define it.25

Therefore, according to this games scholar (which I take to be distinct from a scholar of play), it 

is the rules in a game which essentially define it. In other words, it is those things which control 

it that are essential to any game, since to follow rules is to de facto be ruled, is to be controlled.

We can see the activity of games commented on in some of the extant, fragmentary 

literatures of the early Western tradition, in a testimonial about the pre-socratic philosopher 

Heraclitus, who is said to have been engaged in a game of jacks circa two and a half millennia 

ago in ancient Greece. When state officials approached him and requested he assist them by 

taking a fellow position as a lawmaker, Heraclitus refused, replying, “is it not better to do this 

[engage in a game of jacks], than to meddle with public affairs in your company?”26 One way to 

interpret this exchange could be to see Heraclitus as denigrating the authority of State officials, 

by comparing their affairs to the supposedly inferior activity of gaming. However, taken more 

literally, Heraclitus can rather be interpreted to be saying that it is in fact better to be occupied in 

games than it is to be involved in the affairs of statesmen. In the fragmented remains of 

Heraclitus’ extant philosophy, there are a significant number of references to game-playing,27 

25David Parlett, History of Board Games, p. 3.
26Laertius Diogenes, The Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers, Bk. IX, §ii 

(Trans. C. D. Yonge. London: Bohn, [c. 200 AD] 1853), p. 376.
27See, for instance, Heraclitus fragments 52, 70, 20, 74, 79, and 117, in Kathleen 

Freeman, Ancilla to the Pre-Socratic Philosophers: A Complete Translation of the Fragments in 
Diels, Fragmente Der Vorsokratiker (Cambridge: Harvard UP, [c. 635-440 BC] 1948).
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and, according to at least one prominent classical philologist, this motif is central to the larger 

philosophy and cosmology of Heraclitus.28 This tells us that the meaning and importance of 

games have long been a topic worthy of consideration, including even during the fragmentary 

genesis of the Western philosophical tradition, and this anecdotal fragment of Heraclitus in 

particular tells us that there is some comparison to be made between the activity of games and 

lawmaking.

Heraclitus was of course an adult man when he wrote, but a look to the sorts of activities 

that ancient Athenian children engaged in at the time is presented to us through a contemporary 

study of ancient Athenian childhood. The author of this study interestingly notes that the Greek 

concept of childhood is linguistically connected to the Greek word for play—“Pais, ‘child,’ 

shares the root of a family of words including paizō, ‘I play’ ” (this is also where we derive the 

contemporary English word “pediatrics”)—which tells us that so-called play at this time was 

strongly associated with childhood.29 Following a section about the socialisation of ancient 

Athenian children through activities controlled by adults, the author of this childhood 

historiography then, by way of contrast, moves in his study to a sphere of activities that are 

rather experienced by these children as not controlled by adults. The author writes, “[In certain 

activities these children were] free to do as they liked, following recognized patterns, to be sure, 

and under adult eyes, but on the whole able to interact in ways that (whatever their origins) must 

have been experienced as very much their own. This sphere was children’s play”.30 In other 

28Friedrich Nietzsche, Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks (Trans. Marianne 
Cowan. Chicago: Regnery, [c. 1873] 1962). | “The world [according to Heraclitus’ phil.] is the 
game Zeus plays … [A]s children and artists play, so plays the ever-living fire [Heraclitus’ 
principle of the cosmos] … It [Heraclitus’ philosophy] is a game” (pp. 58, 62, and 64, 
respectively).

29Mark Golden, Children and Childhood in Classical Athens (Baltimore, MD: Johns 
Hopkins UP, 1990), p. 53.

30Mark Golden, Children and Childhood …, p. 45.
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words, ancient Athenian children experienced certain activities as something that merely seemed 

intrinsically their own and free, merely seemed to be what we are calling free play, but that this 

was an illusion, disguising the reality that their so-called play was something engineered by 

adults, that they were actually controlled games.

This connects well with views from two of the perhaps most famous of the ancient Greek 

philosophers, Plato and Aristotle, who both had things to say about play and games, especially in

relation to society. Plato’s doctrine has it that the games of children should be made towards 

their proper socialization.31 He advises that children be allowed only to engage in activities that 

have already proven useful for maintaining society (meaning traditional Greek sports), and 

advises against allowing them to engage in activities that are not to this end, such as fanciful 

play, and goes even further to argue that those who propose such activities are pests who corrupt 

society and make children different from their parents merely for the sake of novelty.32 Not only 

did Plato value play strictly as a controlling tool for socialisation, but so did his protege, 

Aristotle. Aristotle sought the foremost characteristic common to all of the great philosophers 

who came before him, and finds it to be a sense of wonder.33 But he realises that wonder could 

only occur for these philosophers “when almost all the necessities of life and the things that 

make for comfort and recreation were present”.34 In other words, instead of having to concern 

31Plato, Laws, Vol. I, Bk. I (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1926 [c. 400 BC]. Trans. R. 
G. Bury), pp. 63-5. | “So, by means of their games, we should endeavour to turn the tastes and 
desires of the children in the direction of that object which forms their ultimate goal [ie. the goal 
of the State and society]”.

32Plato. Laws, Vol. II, Bk. VII, pp. 33-37. | “[T]hose children who innovate in their 
games grow up into men different from their fathers; and being thus different themselves, they 
seek a different mode of life, and having sought this, they come to desire other institutions and 
laws; and none of them dreads the consequent approach of that result which we described just 
now as the greatest of all banes to a State [ie. the spirit of novelty over permanence]”.

33Aristotle, Metaphysics, trans. Hippocrates G. Apostle (Bloomington: Indiana UP, [c. 
350 BC] 1966), 982b13 | “for it is because of wondering that men began to philosophize and do 
so now”.

34Aristotle, Metaphysics, 982b21.
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themselves with the everyday struggles of basic survival, such as hunting and gathering and 

soldiering, when people are spared from these concerns and can think in peace the conditions 

become such that a sense of wonder can occur. It is from this sense of wonder, removed from 

more practical and immediate concerns, that Aristotle famously goes on to declare that the 

highest pursuit of knowledge is that which is done for its own sake (theoria).35 According to the 

contemporary thinker Mechthild Nagel, who traces the negative and dismissive attitudes towards

play throughout much of the Western philosophical tradition, it is originally from this 

Aristotelian view that the tradition of philosophy thenceforth becomes more associated with 

qualities of disembodied theorizing and seriousness, whereas the more practical, bodied 

unseriousness associated with play are thus seen as counter qualities. This is odd, because play 

and philosophy are similar in that they both can only occur when we are free to do as we will. 

But what Aristotle is against are those activities he regards as childish and unserious, writing, 

“And we say that serious things are better than laughable things and those connected with 

amusement [amusement translated from Gr. paidia, meaning childish play, or unruly play]”.36 

Mechthild Nagel writes that, “With this innocuous statement Aristotle initiates the malediction of

play in Western thought”.37 I would add that this malediction of play per se, while also arguing in

favour of games and Olympian sports, lent to further divide the two activities as distinct.

The influence of Aristotle, including his malediction of play, carries on in the Middle 

Ages by the monumental thinker Thomas Aquinas, whose particular interpretation and 

elucidation of the philosophy of Aristotle exerted enormous influence on Christianity,38 and 

35Aristotle, Metaphysics, 982b25. | “so this [theoria] alone of all the sciences is free, for 
only this science exists for its own sake”.

36Aristotle, “Nicomachean Ethics” in The Complete Works of Aristotle, Volume Two, 
trans. Jonathan Barnes (Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, [c. 384 BC - 322 BC] 1984), §1177a.

37Mechthild Nagel, Masking the Abject: A Genealogy of Play (Lanham, MD: Lexington 
Books, 2002), p.1.

38According to Peter Blair, “Reason & Faith: The Thought of Thomas Aquinas” in The 
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therefore throughout Western thought.39 Play, including the play of children, appears utterly 

absent from the academic inquiry of the Middle Ages. A book from the French thinker Philippe 

Ariès, called the most famous in childhood historiography,40 leaves us with a startling argument 

for this is, writing that, “in medieval society the idea [Fr. sentiment] of childhood did not exist”.41

This has left some scholars with the stark view that there was no such thing as medieval 

childhood, let alone childhood play. This view can be seen reflected in artistic paintings of 

children at the time, who are regularly represented less as children than as miniature adults.42 But

this view is said to be exaggerated, and is perhaps a consequence of a mistranslation of Ariès’ 

book (translating the French word sentiment into the English word “idea”), and is perhaps also 

the result of a dearth of reliable historical sources in Ariès’ analysis.43 Contrary to Ariès' 

assertion, a perhaps more realistic view is that, even though few records of childhood were taken 

or kept during the Middle Ages, this does not necessarily mean play was not occurring. A more 

Dartmouth Apologia 4, no. 1 (Fall 2009): p. 30. | “His [Thomas Aquinas’] interaction with the 
philosophy of Aristotle … [is] central to the Christian intellectual tradition”.

39In case there is any doubt as to the comprehensive influence Christianity has had on 
Western thought (including even on the supposedly irreligious views of Western secularism and 
science), see a conversation with Tom Holland, Dec. 03, 2019, “Tom Holland: Dominion”, 
podcast audio, Book Club, The Spectator, <https://beta.spectator.co.uk/article/the-book-club-
tom-holland-on-christianity-s-enduring-influence>, or see the book being therein discussed, Tom
Holland, Dominion: How the Christian Revolution Remade the World (New York: Basic Books, 
2019).

40According to Hugh Cunningham, “Histories of Childhood”, in The American 
Historical Review 103, no. 4 (Oct., 1998): p. 1197. | “ … what is easily the most famous book in 
that historiography [ie. of childhood], Philippe Ariès’ L’enfant et la vie familiale sous l’ancien 
régime”.

41Philippe Ariès, Centuries of Childhood, trans. Robert Baldick (London, UK: Penguin, 
[1960] 1986), p. 125.

42See, Phil Edwards, “Why babies in medieval paintings look like ugly old men”, 
Vox.com, 28 July 2015, <https://www.vox.com/2015/7/8/8908825/ugly-medieval-babies>.

43According to Joe L. Frost, A History of Play and Play Environments (New York, NY: 
Routledge, 2010), p. 14. | According to Frost, Aries’ view stands in stark contrast to the views of 
more contemporary scholars, and is primarily the consequence of an argument from a lack of 
historical evidence, and does not necessarily mean that the phenomenon of childhood medieval 
play did not exist.

https://www.vox.com/2015/7/8/8908825/ugly-medieval-babies
https://beta.spectator.co.uk/article/the-book-club-tom-holland-on-christianity-s-enduring-influence
https://beta.spectator.co.uk/article/the-book-club-tom-holland-on-christianity-s-enduring-influence
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recent book on childhood play argues in contention to Ariès, writing, “History leaves no doubt 

that children played, and played extensively, during the medieval period, although many among 

their elders disapproved, believing that playing led to truancy, indolence, vandalism, and 

inattention to school work and church activities [etcetera]”.44 This latter view better accords with 

the intuition of all of us who of course were once children ourselves, and who will hardly doubt 

that, even though adults may not look favourably on it, and even though there may not be much 

of a record for it, children have always engaged in and had some natural propensity for play. In 

any case, we can see how little academic value has historically been attached to play.

Adding to the view of play as something bad and unworthy of philosophical 

consideration is its general association with a traditional view of amusement, laughter, and 

humour. According to the philosopher John Morreall, who specializes on the topic of humour, it 

is what is classified as the Superiority Theory, beginning with the Ancient Greek era of 

philosophy and continuing onwards, which has dominated for two-thousand years. The 

Superiority Theory of amusement, laughter, and humour, as Morreall writes, “has it that we 

laugh from feelings of superiority over other people”.45 Morreall details how this theory, and the 

philosophical neglect towards consideration of humor it has caused, came about:

In Greek thought a theory of laughter became entrenched that made humor ethically 
suspect. This was the so-called Superiority Theory, held by Plato and Aristotle, according
to which, laughter is always directed at someone as a kind of scorn. Even wit, Aristotle 
said, is ‘educated insolence’. Needless to say, in such a view, humor is at best a nasty 
business and should be kept in check. From this negative evaluation of humor, it does not
immediately follow that humor is unfit as a topic of philosophical study; but because the 
activity of creating and enjoying humor was seen as somehow unworthy, there was little 
motivation to study it. The Superiority Theory turned out to be a classic case of a theory 
built on too few instances, and it was later recognized that there is no essential connection
between laughter and scorn. But this recognition came only a few hundred years ago, 

44Joe L. Frost, A History of Play …, p. 18.
45John Morreall, “Introduction”, in The Philosophy of Laughter and Humor, ed. John 

Morreall (Albany, NY: SUNY, 1987), p. 5.
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after the Superiority Theory had held the field for over two thousand years.46

Consider along with this how laughter is referenced throughout the Bible. Laughter is seen as a 

precursor to wrath and fury, as when it is written in Psalms 2:2-5, “He who sits in the heavens 

laughs; the Lord has them in derision. Then he will speak to them in wrath, and terrify them in 

his fury”. And laughter is seen as something which can be deserving of death, as when it is 

written in 2 Kings 2:23, “while he was going up on the way, some small boys came out of the 

city and jeered at him, saying, ‘Go away, baldhead! Go away, baldhead!’ When he turned around

and saw them, he cursed them in the name of the Lord. Then two she-bears came out of the 

woods and mauled forty-two of the boys”.47 Play, amusement, and childishness in ancient and 

classical times are not seen as good or worthy of serious consideration.

In spite of these ancient and classical attitudes, there is a kind of increased interest in 

childhood between the 16th and 17th Centuries, an age which Ariès boldly coins as “the 

discovery of childhood”.48 It is at this point in time that we begin to enter into the English 

Renaissance, where John Locke, considered the father of classical liberalism, puts forward that 

“all men by nature are equal”,49 in their pursuit of life, liberty, and property (a formulation that 

would go on to influence the United States’ Declaration of Independence). Children, however, 

are excluded from Locke’s doctrine, because they are seen as undeveloped persons whose 

powers of reasoning are imperfect, and who must be protected from liberty until, through some 

manner of education, they can be brought into greater understanding as independent and rational 

46John Morreall, “Introduction”, in The Philosophy of Laughter … , p. 3.
47This insight and these biblical references originate from John Morreall, “Philosophy of

Humor”, §1, in Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (last revised September 28, 2016), online, 
<https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/humor/>.

48Ariès, Centuries of Childhood, pp. 44-5. | “No doubt the discovery of childhood began 
in the thirteenth century … But the evidence of its development became more plentiful and 
significant from the end of the sixteenth century and throughout the seventeenth”.

49John Locke, Two Treatises of Government (ed. Peter Laslett, Cambridge: Cambridge 
UP, [1690] 1988), §54.

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/humor/
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adults.50 The kind of education that Locke thought would produce such adults is seen in his 

works on education, titled Some Thoughts Concerning Education, and Conduct of the 

Understanding. Given that Locke is thinking of how to produce rational adults capable of 

individually governing themselves, we might expect his theories on childhood education to 

mostly involve intellectual development. However, he actually focused a great deal of his 

pedagogy on bodily health, including that it is a sound mind as well as a sound body that leads to

a happy state in this world.51 In this way, Locke saw the physical play of children as their natural 

propensity, conducive towards both bodily and mental health, and so recommends that children 

should not be prevented from playing, even if it is annoying to adults, unless their playing leads 

them to things agreed upon as not good.52 This is something of a shift in attitude, relative to what 

we have seen from Ancient Greece and the Middle Ages. In the Modern Era, play is beginning to

be thought of as something potentially productive and good, and not necessarily as something 

destructive and bad. It should perhaps not go by unnoticed, or thought of as a mere coincidence, 

that this early champion of childhood play also happens to be one of the most influential 

champions of freedom and independence in general. Locke argues for play, not only because it is

the natural propensity of childhood, and not only because the freedom of play can lead to those 

who think for themselves, but also because play is practically useful for keeping children 

interested and engaged when combined with their instruction.53 Freedom and authority are 

beginning to be seen as complementary. Burgeoning ideals of enlightenment, liberalism, and a 

greater focus on the individual, are inspiring more interest in and appreciation for play. Moving 

50John Locke, Two Treatises …, §55.
51John Locke, Some Thoughts Concerning Education (thefederalistpapers.org, [1693] 

2012), §1, online, <http://thefederalistpapers.org/ebooks/some-thoughts-concerning-education-
by-john-locke-free-ebook>. | “A sound mind in a sound body, is a short, but full description of a 
happy state in this world”.

52John Locke, Some Thoughts …, §69.
53John Locke, Some Thoughts ... , §74.2.

http://thefederalistpapers.org/ebooks/some-thoughts-concerning-education-by-john-locke-free-ebook
http://thefederalistpapers.org/ebooks/some-thoughts-concerning-education-by-john-locke-free-ebook
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forward in time again, we find thoughts of freedom likewise reflected in the modern era thinking 

of John Stuart Mill, the preeminent liberal rights theorist. Mill famously argued for some of the 

broadest parameters for freedom of thought and expression, arguing that no one, even if they are 

of a contrary opinion from everyone else, should ever be silenced.54 However, as with Locke, 

children are excluded from Mill's credo of liberty and freedom of speech, because they are not 

rational agents, and so should have their rights limited to those of protection until their powers of

reason can be developed through a minimum standard of excellence in the provision of their 

basic understanding.55 This is a great increase of freedom, or at least of freedom of speech and 

thought for rational adults, but one that again does not include children. There remains some 

tension and reticence between freedom, children, and their propensity for play.

A seachange of technological changes occurred contributing to a major shift in views 

about work—this was the Industrial Age. Considering this shift in views about work, and how 

they have impacted our current view, can help us to understand our current views about play, 

because work and play are often considered opposites, and a negative view towards childhood 

labour has in turn informed an increase in positive views toward childhood play. This relation is 

apparent, for example, in how the United Nations classifies play as being “all about not 

working”.56 Before the Industrial Age, the life of an average child in Medieval, pre-Industrial 

society would have largely involved the contribution of their labour to agriculture, to the family 

54John Stuart Mill, “On Liberty”, chap. ii, in Utilitarianism and On Liberty, ed. Mary 
Warnock (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, [1859] 2003), p. 100. | “If all mankind minus one 
were of one opinion … mankind would be no more justified in silencing that one person, than he 
… would be justified in silencing mankind”.

55John Stuart Mill, “On Liberty”, p. 95. | “It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to say that this 
doctrine is meant to apply only to human beings in the maturity of their faculties. We are not 
speaking of children … Those who are still in a state to require being taken care of by others, 
must be protected against their own actions as well as against external injury”.

56Rachel Hodgkin, Peter Newell, et al., Implementation Handbook for the Convention on
the Rights of the Child, Fully Revised 3rd edition. Geneva (2007): UNICEF, p. 469. | “The words
‘rest’, ‘leisure’, ‘play’, and ‘recreational activities’ … are all about not working”.
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farm, which would have been relatively safe, and seen as appropriate for childhood development 

into adulthood. The regular expectation would have been that children will become farmers like 

their parents, and so it was seen as good to foster an appropriate work ethic in children. At the 

beginning of the Industrial Age, we can conceive that such a work ethic would have continued 

towards the work of industrial mines and factories. However, industrialisation brought about an 

increase in newly life-threatening labour for children. Relative even to the hard work of medieval

agriculture, the labour conditions of children working in early industrialisation was deathly and 

brutally punishing. This is reflected in a poem at the time from William Blake, written in 

memoriam to children made dead and dying through industrial labour, titled “The Chimney 

Sweeper”:

Could scarcely cry “ ‘weep! ‘weep! ‘weep! ‘weep!”
So your chimneys I sweep and in soot I sleep.
…
That thousands of sweepers, Dick, Joe, Ned, & Jack,
Were all of them locked up in coffins of black;57

The contribution of the labour of children in early industrialisation was increasing the rate of 

child mortality. This continued for some time, largely out of sight and mind of the elite who had 

no relation to such labour practices, until it all came to a head one day with the Huskar coal pit 

disaster in the year 1838. Heavy rainfall caused a stream to burst its banks, sending a torrent of 

water rushing into a mine shaft, where a significant number of children were all at once drowned.

A report was commissioned to ascertain their work conditions, and, owing to the recent invention

of printing press technology, this report was publicly and widely disseminated. It contained both 

words and engraved illustrations detailing the “repulsive” and “unnatural” work conditions 

children were experiencing in mines throughout the United Kingdom.58 According to anecdotal 

57William Blake, “The Chimney Sweeper” in Songs of Innocence and Experience 
(Public Domain, [1789] 2001), p. 7.

58The Great Britain Commissioners for Inquiring into the Employment and Condition of 
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accounts contained within this report, children who had only just discovered how to walk were 

being put to work in the coal mine. Visceral images of very young, poor, and sickly children, 

mucking about in claustrophobic pits, entered the public awareness of so-called civilized society.

This would affect the especially delicate, bourgeois sensibilities of middle-class Victorian 

England at the time, and would eventually lead to Britain’s Mines Act of 1842, which prohibited 

underground employment for boys under the age of 10, and all women and girls.59 Associations 

of childhood with industrialised labour were now manifesting as fatalistic, instigating a sea 

change in attitudes towards childhood and work. The traditional view, that childhood should be 

spent at work, and that this is good for their development, was being put into doubt by brutal 

industrialisation practices. And so labour laws were being drafted that would contribute to the 

current situation we have today, being the mandated comprehensive removal of child labour 

from the workforce.

Viviana A. Zelizer picks up this history in her book, Pricing the Priceless Child, which 

traces shifting attitudes towards childhood in the United States during the late Industrial Age—

between 1870 and 1930—and how these attitudes led to the dominant attitude of today, where 

childhood is now valued as intrinsically priceless.60 Zelizer takes issues with thinkers like Karl 

Marx, who argued that capitalist market forces corrupt the natural propensities of women and 

children (he specifically wrote that capitalism usurps “children’s play”),61 and she rather argues 

Children in Mines and Manufactories, “The Condition and Treatment of the Children Employed 
in the Mines and Collierires of the United Kingdom” (London: William Strange, 1842) 
<https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/report-on-child-labour-1842>.

59UK Parliament, The Mines Act, 1842, Archived by University of Paris, online, 
<https://web.archive.org/web/20110721022926/http://anglais.u-paris10.fr/spip.php?article88>.

60Viviana A. Zelizer, Pricing the Priceless Child: The Changing Social Value of 
Children (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1985), p. 3. | “The emergence of this economically 
‘worthless’ but emotionally ‘priceless’ child has created an essential condition of contemporary 
childhood”.

61Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy: Volume I, Book One: The 
Process of Production of Capital (Translated by Samuel Moore and Edward Aveling. Moscow, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20110721022926/http://anglais.u-paris10.fr/spip.php?article88
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/report-on-child-labour-1842
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that the power of the market in negatively changing social values is overstated and is missing and

overshadowing its precise counterpart, the over-sacralisation of values towards childhood.62 In 

other words, the view that capitalism will corrupt the perceived innate innocence of childhood 

has evidently not held sway over sentimental attitudes towards childhood. Contrary to Marx’s 

prediction that children in capitalist societies would be made to work more, Zelizer notes how 

children in modern capitalist civilisations in fact contribute much less economic labour relative 

to any other point in recorded history. Indeed, successes in sentimental child advocacy, where 

children are valued intrinsically as economically worthless, has effectively made it illegal for 

children to labour at all, let alone be paid for it. Zelizer parallels the reaction to the deaths of 

children, as a consequence of industrialisation, to the subsequent increase in politically organised

child mourning (especially the mourning of children killed by automobile collisions).63 

Following the successes here, movements of child advocacy further organized and gained steam, 

successfully resulting in the removal of all children from the workplace.

It is from here that Zelizer correlates a new, heightened exaltation of the worth of 

children, sentimentally championed for their own sake, well above any value their economic 

labour might have to their local community or family. This modern sentimental ethos has 

increased to such an extent that it is now hardly considered whether children perhaps should, to 

at least some degree, be valued according to the economic worth of their labour, and that there 

rather should be some expectation they work to provide money for themselves, their family, and 

USSR: Progress Publishers, [1867] 1887), Part 4, Chapter 15, §3, p. 272. | “Compulsory work for
the capitalist usurped the place, not only of the children’s play, but also of free labour at home 
within moderate limits for the support of the family”.

62Zelizer, Pricing the Priceless Child, p. 21. |  “The power of the market [to change 
social values] has been overestimated”.

63Zelizer, Pricing the Priceless Child, p. 23. | “the magnification of child mourning in 
the twentieth century is a measure of the transformation in the cultural meaning of childhood—
specifically, the new exaltation of children’s sentimental worth”.
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their extended community, or in preparation for their later working life. What Zelizer reveals is 

an ideological dichotomy, between, on the one hand, the overly-sacralised child valued 

intrinsically as economically and emotionally priceless, and consequently as useless at work, 

versus the child valued extrinsically as economically worthwhile and useful, including in their 

labour contribution. The view of the overly-sacralised child has today become dominant, 

especially amongst those in the world wealthy enough to afford not to have their children be 

contributing their labour to the household.

The view that a child can still be valued according to their economic labour contribution 

does however persist in certain, usually more traditional and rural, communities. This can be 

seen reflected and exemplified in a 2014 Canadian, Saskatchewan case, where Cool Springs 

Ranch & Butchery were investigated by the Saskatchewan Ministry of Labour Relations and 

Workplace Safety for employing three neighbourhood children in their butcher shop, aged 11, 13,

and 15, including also two of the owner’s children, aged 10 and eight. This traditional, family 

owned and inherited operation unwittingly found itself under investigation for violating 

Saskatchewan’s child labour laws, prohibiting any employment of children under the age of 16. 

In his defence, the owner of the ranch explains that the children were always under adult 

supervision, that the more dangerous work was left to adults, that the children did not work long 

hours, and that, in the words of the owner and operator, “butchering chickens is something I’ve 

done all my life, as a kid, and everybody I know does it”.64 The operation was eventually given 

clearance for the children of the owner to continue working, but not the children of his 

neighbours. With no evidence the children were being unduly exploited, deprived, taken away 

from their education or free time, nor put in any serious physical danger, etcetera, the only 

64Occupational Health and Safety Canada, “News: Saskatchewan farm investigated after 
child labour complaints” (Aug. 14, 2014), online, <https://www.ohscanada.com/saskatchewan-
farm-investigated-after-child-labour-complaints/>.

https://www.ohscanada.com/saskatchewan-farm-investigated-after-child-labour-complaints/
https://www.ohscanada.com/saskatchewan-farm-investigated-after-child-labour-complaints/
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apparent reason to find this family farm in violation appears to be an unspecified ethos behind 

child labour laws, where childhood is thought to be somehow corrupted or violated when put to 

work for economic gain. The conflict is apparently between the more traditional, rural values of 

the butcher shop, versus the more modern, urban values guiding government legislation, which is

a respective conflict between children valued extrinsically for their work contribution, versus 

children valued intrinsically for their own sake.

With these modern attitudes towards childhood labour in mind, I conjecture another 

reason for why freedom and control have become respectively separated between the concepts of

play and games. We have seen how, largely as a consequence of deathly work practices in early 

industrialisation, it is thought that children should only be valued intrinsically for their own sake,

as opposed to being valued according to their work contribution, a valuation now classified as 

illegal according to certain child labour laws. The increase in negative attitudes towards 

childhood labour has in turn manifested something of a zero-sum increase in positive attitudes 

towards what is considered its opposite, childhood play. Since work activities are most often 

highly controlled, usually according to some authority and towards some very practical purpose 

or economic gain, it would follow that what is the opposite of this is rather free from such 

structured control and authority, namely play. Modern attitudes toward work have therefore very 

likely influenced the further disassociation and expunging of structured control and authority 

from the concept of play, and instead have placed these qualities more firmly within the distinct 

concept of games.

We must not only consider games themselves, but also a particular and currently very 

significant and socially important form of games; this is the modern and contemporary 

manifestation of games as sport. Although games and sport are essentially the same, the 
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additional incidental characteristics sport has over games, and its heightened increase in 

intensity, are quite enough that yet another distinction should arguably be identified as important;

not just between play and games but also even further between games and sport. It happens that 

the further distinction of sport from games helps put into greater relief the particular distinction 

we are currently drawing between play and games, since the effective control of sport today is 

decidedly much more intense and far-reaching than is the control of just games, and the element 

of play in sport is much more dulled and absent in sport than in games. Games by themselves 

tend to occupy the relatively smaller sphere of family and friends, and in a manner that is 

generally amicable, and accepting of varying types of persons (games, for example, are not 

necessarily segregated according to skill or sex like sports are), whereas the additional 

characteristics (greater skill, physicality, a wider global following, politicization, a level of 

stability in their organization and institutionalisation, etcetera) and heightened intensity of sport 

tends to occupy much larger spheres of people, including universities, cities, and even broad 

ethnic or national groupings.

The introduction to the Oxford Handbook of Sports History summarizes the early history 

of modern sport:

With the first stages of the agrarian and industrial revolutions late in the eighteenth 
century, a burgeoning and expansive middle class elite emerged … [Sport for them] 
became a way to demonstrate their otherwise ambiguous strength and manliness. At the 
same time …, [h]eadmasters, most notably but not exclusively Thomas Arnold of Rugby,
came to introduce sport into the curriculum in order to provide a release for otherwise 
violent and sexual adolescent energy. In the process, they sought to create the future 
leaders of the nation and empire. This experiment was a huge success. Sporting activity 
then spread to elite British universities … By the 1880s and 1890s, many sporting 
activities had spread virally to the various laboring classes who had moved into the newly
expanding cities and had achieved greater leisure time and expendable income through 
decades of political struggle. With mass audiences, sport subsequently became organized 
and commercialized. A crucial role in these processes was played by technological 
breakthroughs in transportation, most notably the railroad, which allowed athletes and 
fans to travel greater distances to games and events. The telegraph permitted the 
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instantaneous reporting of sports events to places far away from where the contests were 
taking place. In the process, sport became national rather than simply local … Empires 
have played fundamental roles in the diffusion of sports. Scholars have examined the 
impact of colonializing nations with their administrators carrying balls, bats, and rule 
books from their elite institutions of higher learning.65

A remarkable piece in this collection from John Hoberman, titled “Sport and Political Doctrine 

in a Post-Ideological Age”,66 can be seen continuing to lay out the history of modern sport, with 

critical theorizing which makes the case that political ideologies are the animating force behind 

modern sport policies; including the racist ideology of the Nazi regime, the left-right political 

ideologies of the Cold War, and a functionalist ideology that he argues holds global prevalence. 

The racist ideology of the Nazi regime was the animating force behind their participation in the 

1936 Olympics. The Nazis saw themselves as a so-called superior race, and so wanted the 

multiracial Olympic games of 1936 in order to prove their racial superiority through victory in 

sport. Contrary to common views that the Nazis were opposed to the Olympics, or that it was 

only through protest from the United States that the Nazis even conceded to allow multiracial 

opponents into the sporting event, or that the Olympics are some manner of anti-racism through 

catharsis, Hoberman rather makes the case that the prevailing thinking for the Nazi regime was 

to be in celebratory favour of the Games, as a practical demonstration and flaunting of their 

racial superiority. Nazi Germany was indeed overall seen to trounce other nations in the 

Olympics, including, most importantly for them, to be seen to trounce most of what they were 

calling the “Negroes” of the United States.67 The overall victory of the Germans in these 1936 

Games, along with the great spectacle of their Olympiad, altogether triumphantly and 

65Robert Edelman and Wayne Wilson, “Introduction”, in The Oxford Handbook of 
Sports History (New York: Oxford UP, 2017), pp. 7-8.

66John Hoberman, “Sport and Political Doctrine in a Post-Ideological Age”, in The 
Oxford Handbook of Sports History (New York: Oxford UP, 2017), pp. 29-44.

67Germany won a total of 89 medals (33 gold, 26 silver, and 30 bronze), with the USA 
coming second with a total of 56 medals (24 gold, 20 silver, and 12 bronze), and with all other 
nations well behind.
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symbolically reinforced the racist ideology of the Nazis, and their introduction of the symbolic 

torch relay remains in the Olympics to this day. Hoberman has elsewhere similarly argued, with 

some controversy, that a racist ideology has been the driving force of sport, in his book, the 

subtitle of which summarizes his thesis: How Sport Has Damaged Black America and Preserved

the Myth of Race. In this book, Hoberman writes, “[T]he presence of large numbers of black 

athletes in the major sports appears to have persuaded almost everyone that the process of 

integration has been a success. This sense of closure is an illusion that is rooted not in the fact of 

racial equality but in a combination of black apathy and white public relations efforts”.68 He also 

writes, “The Jackie Robinson story has long served white America, and liberals in particular, as a

deeply satisfying combination of entertainment and civic virtue that has simultaneously 

permitted disengagement from less tractable and more important interracial tasks, such as the 

pursuit of educational and military equality”.69

Hoberman also traces ideologies, thought to manifest in the bodily health and willpower 

of sportspersons, belonging either to the totalitarian communism of the Soviet machine, or the 

capitalist democracy of the United States. It is thought by these nations that, as a direct result of 

their political ideologies, they will better produce exemplary sportspersons. Hoberman writes, 

“The reigning ideologically inspired athletic stereotype of the politically charged competition 

between capitalist and Communist ‘systems’ was that of the Soviet athlete as a robotic and 

insensate creature … [whereas American athletes] were elite athletes who had been enlisted as 

patriotic political proxies in the competition between the United States and the USSR”.70 This 

ideological paradigm accurately reflects in my own Canadian context, according to the subtext 

68John Hoberman, Darwin’s Athletes: How Sport Has Damaged Black America and 
Preserved the Myth of Race (Boston, NY: A Mariner Book, 1997), p. 28.

69John Hoberman, Darwin’s Athletes …, p. 65.
70John Hoberman, “Sport and Political Doctrine … ”, p. 33.
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behind what is known as the Summit Series of 1972—a hockey game between the best that 

Canada and the Soviet Union had to offer—a historical event summarised in the prefacing 

comments for a televised discussion on the matter, as “Canada versus the Soviet Union: Not just 

our style of hockey against theirs, but our Western values against Communism”.71 But the Soviet 

Union, East Germany, and the other Communist dictatorships of eastern Europe have collapsed, 

and we are currently within a post-Cold War period. So Hoberman currently asks, “Which if any 

of these political doctrines simply disappeared along with the Soviet empire, and which if any 

have survived?”72 And he finds there is indeed a surviving political doctrine over sport that is 

state-sanctioned, fundamental, and globally everywhere: this doctrine is “elite success plus 

public benefits … known as functionalism”.73

Hoberman makes the case that functionalist sportive nationalism has become the raison 

d’être, the dominant ideology in sport around the world today, where it is now thought that sport 

extends to such things as, according to a number of sources referenced by Hoberman, national 

health, juvenile delinquency, community safety, nation building, national prominence, etcetera. 

This functionalist global contest in sport has led to nations big and small competing towards 

these ideological ideals, at the expense of pursuing other ideals that are decidedly more 

important, such as education, or, I would add, gainful employment. Hoberman writes, “It is 

readily apparent that this functionalist discourse of sport is a state-sanctioned ideology that 

promotes the value of sport as a resource for implementing various forms of social 

engineering”.74 In other words, of social control. Whereas play can more be seen to exist at the 

71Steve Paikin, “The Goal That Changed Canada” (TVO: The Agenda, 2012), online 
<https://youtu.be/ZPMu5e_8_Hk>.

72John Hoberman, “Sport and Political Doctrine in a Post-Ideological Age”, in The 
Oxford Handbook of Sports History (New York: Oxford UP, 2017), p. 29.

73John Hoberman, “Sport and Political Doctrine … ”, p. 30.
74John Hoberman, “Sport and Political Doctrine … ”, p. 30.

https://youtu.be/ZPMu5e_8_Hk
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level of the individual, games and sport can rather be seen to exist at the level of the collective. 

This along with the essential nature of games as controlled occupations makes games more 

attractive to those, more authoritarian collectives looking to reinforce themselves as such. 

Additionally, since games as sports are typically competitive, they are useful for seeing one’s 

group collective as dominant and victorious over another; this is especially useful for those 

collectives with the leading power and resources to produce champions, and so for these nations 

to see themselves as victorious over and better than other collectives without such power and 

resources.

And so we have the Modern rise in positive attitudes towards freedom and individualism 

reflecting in the newly realized conception of play on its own, as well as the already present 

attitudes towards control from the more traditional, pre-Modern conception of games, and the 

pronounced rise in the intensity and reach of the control of games through their manifestation as 

globalized sport for purposes of social engineering. This thesis conjectures that the modern-era 

rise of ideas about freedom and individualism, as well as the 19th/20th Century rise of a want to 

control very large group populations, has resulted in a further divide; from what was before a 

concept of controlled games, but on a merely local or familial level, into what is now the two 

more or less separate and distinct concepts of free play and controlled games. Modern ideas of 

freedom and individualism would have contributed to a want to conceptualize these activities as 

such, as play, considered as distinct from and opposite to games per se. Also, these ideas of 

freedom and individualism could have been injected into games, leaving us with a more hybrid-

notion of controlled activities engaged in because an individual more explicitly chooses to do so, 

rather than if they just happened to find themselves playing a game, being occupied by a 

controlled and communal activity. There is now the modern concept of play on its own, as well 
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as the common hybrid-notion of game-playing. In the case of modern, contemporary sport, the 

element of freedom, of play, is quite absent, further sharpening the divide between not only play 

and games, but also games and sport.

The general modern increase in play and/or games, or games as sport, came to such a 

head in popularity that thinkers had to take notice and examine these as things worthy of greater 

consideration, whereas in the historical past this phenomena was largely disregarded. In more 

modern philosophies, play and games are increasingly seen in some places as an ancillary 

component of certain doctrines.75 Then in the Twentieth Century play and games begin to be 

seen as even more worthy of consideration as concepts and phenomena unto themselves. This 

really begins with the seminal work of the Dutch thinker Johan Huizinga and his pioneering 

book, Homo Ludens. Huizinga establishes the following definition of play:

[A] voluntary activity or occupation executed within certain fixed limits of time and 
place, according to rules freely accepted but absolutely binding, having its aim in itself 
and accompanied by a feeling of tension, joy and the consciousness that it is “different” 
from “ordinary life”.76

After establishing this definition, Huizinga moves on in most of the remainder of his study to 

focus on how play and games serve a central socializing function, and thusly finds them 

variously threaded throughout the pillars of civilizations; in art, philosophy, poetry, religious 

rituals, juridical institutions, and even surprisingly in conventions of war. Putting his larger, 

75For example, while play is not by itself examined by the German philosopher 
Immanuel Kant, the concept does constitute a central part of his aesthetic philosophy, what he 
calls the free play of the faculties. As one Kantian scholar puts it, Kant’s aesthetic concept of 
play “amounts to saying that imagination functions in a rule-governed way but without being 
governed by any rule in particular. The free play thus manifests, in Kant’s terms, ‘free 
lawfulness’ or ‘lawfulness without a law.’ ”. I mention this somewhat dichotomous concept of 
‘free lawfulness’ from Kant in this footnote, since it interestingly reflects the dichotomous 
properties of freedom and control being identified by this thesis in play and games. | Hannah 
Ginsborg, “Kant’s Aesthetics and Teleology”, in Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (last 
revised February 13, 2013), online, <https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/kant-aesthetics/>.

76Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play Element in Culture (London, UK: 
Routledge, [1944] 2014), p.28.

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/kant-aesthetics/
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more sociological and anthropological, study to the side, what we are interested in is his 

conception of play and games themselves. Huizinga very explicitly describes play as freedom, 

writing, “Here, then, we have the first main characteristic of play: that it is free, is in fact 

freedom”.77 This reflects in his above quoted definition, when he describes play as “voluntary”, 

and also, in the same definition, as “freely accepted”. At the same time, however, this freedom is 

constrained by “fixed limits of time and place”, and by “rules” that are “absolutely binding”. 

And so within this definition we can see a dynamic between freedom and control. The 

controlling rules associated with the game-playing sphere are unlike other kinds of controlling 

rules, such as the laws of physics, legal rules, and/or moral imperatives, in that they are limited 

within what Huizinga refers to a number of times as the “magic circle”.78

The French thinker Roger Caillois credits the theories of Huizinga and critically builds 

upon them in his book, Man, Play and Games.79 As with Huizinga, Caillois likewise sees 

freedom as the most essential characteristic of play, writing that, “There is also no doubt that 

play must be defined as a free and voluntary activity … One plays only if and when one wishes 

to. In this sense, play is free activity”.80 In other words, Caillois writes, play must firstly be, 

“something which the player is not forced to engage in”.81 Unlike Huizinga, Caillois’ analysis in 

Man, Play and Games focuses more so on forms of play, which in other words is to say he traces

the unifying qualities of play found throughout its various manifest forms. In this way, whereas 

Huizinga is more examining play as it reflects abstractly in ideas of culture and society, Caillois 

is more examining play as it manifests according to forms of itself, and not merely as it reflects 

77Huizinga, Homo Ludens, p. 8.
78See, Huizinga, Homo Ludens, pp. 10-12, 20, 57, 77, 210-212.
79Roger Caillois, Man, Play and Games, trans. Meyer Barash, Illinois: University of 

Illinois Press, [1958] 2001.
80Caillois, Man, Play and Games, pp. 6-7.
81Roger Caillois, “Unity of Play: Diversity of Games”, trans. Elaine P. Halperin, in 

Diogenes 5, no 19 (1957).
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in things other than itself. Caillois firstly defines play as freedom, writing, “This liberty is its 

indispensable motive power”.82 Altogether, he notices that some forms of play contain, in 

varying amounts and degrees, the following six characteristics, ordered from most to least 

important for play: something that is free, separate, uncertain, unproductive, involving 

unordinary rules, and that are make-believe.83 With play characterised in this way, much of the 

remainder of Caillois’ study is then spent tracing play throughout its manifest forms. He 

classifies six forms of play. Four of these forms include play that is based on competition, 

chance, simulation, and/or vertigo, what he terms as agôn, alea, mimicry, and/or ilinx, 

respectively. These four forms of play can be more like one, or more like another, or be nothing 

like one, and completely like another. But it is the remaining forms of play, perhaps better 

described as ways of playing,84 that are most interesting for our present analysis.

According to Caillois, all forms of play can be categorised as being either more or less 

towards one of two inclinations, what he terms paidia and ludus. These two inclinations reflect 

what I am here identifying as the properties of freedom and control. For Caillois to be able to 

speak to this distinction from the French language tells us that this distinction is indeed 

conceptual, that it transcends linguistic differences between English and French. Paidia is 

defined by Caillois as “the spontaneous manifestations of the play instinct”,85 and he associates it

with those manners of play most often seen in early childhood (the term paidia is after all the 

Greek word for childishness). He describes this form of play as turbulent, carefree gaiety, 

improvisational, frolicsome, impulsive, exuberant, unruly, etcetera; it is an instinct stemming 

from our elementary desire to manipulate and test, to touch, taste, smell, and drop. Caillois gives 

82Caillois, Man, Play and Games, p. 27.
83Caillois, Man, Play and Games, pp. 9-10.
84Caillois, Man, Play and Games, p. 53. | “ludus and paidia, which are not categories of 

play but ways of playing”.
85Caillois, Man, Play and Games, p. 28.
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an example of this with a cat revelling as it is entangled in a ball of wool. But this elementary 

desire can easily become an appetite for destruction, defiance, and bringing attention to oneself 

through mischief. However, as children grow older, as they become more involved with social 

conventions and techniques, the unruliness of paidia is tempered by ludus. Caillois defines ludus 

as “complementary to and a refinement of paidia, which it disciplines and enriches”.86 

Crossword puzzles, anagrams, chess, bridge, are given as examples of pure ludus. For Caillois, 

paidia is structured and controlled by ludus in a binding process that allows forms of play to 

progressively emerge more brilliantly, from an activity that is more chaotic and turbulent, to one 

that is more finely honed through discipline and control.

Not just any control will do, but only those ideal controlling rules that will serve, 

exemplify, and perfect the feelings of paidia, because, according to Caillois, when control is 

allowed to enter into paidia for purposes extrinsic to itself, then paidia is corrupted. As Caillois 

writes, “Suppose the isolation is no longer respected? The forms or the freedom of play surely 

can no longer survive. All that remains is the tyrannical and compelling psychological attitude”.87

These tyrannical and compelling psychological attitudes or drives that Caillois speaks of are 

those of competition, chance, simulation, and/or vertigo. They become tyrannical when they 

enter into play activities and strip it of the pure play instinct itself, of paidia.

For an example of paidia becoming tempered by ludus, imagine freeform, completely 

improvised, and instinctual dancing. The movements of the dancer would be sporadic and 

without order, but there is nevertheless something enjoyable, albeit rudimentary, in these 

movements. Then more regulated forms are incorporated into the movements, and the dancing in

turn becomes more artful and therefore more enjoyable. But let us say that the play instinct of 

86Caillois, Man, Play and Games, p. 29.
87Caillois, Man, Play and Games, p. 44.
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paidia is removed entirely from this dance. For example, let us say that a dancer is practicing for 

or engaged in a dance competition. In this case, the control which has been incorporated into the 

dance is extrinsic, and the dancer is dancing not necessarily for the sake of dancing itself but in 

order to achieve the ideal form of dance being dictated by the controls of the competition. It 

could happen that the play instinct is so removed that all which remains is the competitive desire 

to win. What originally derived from a pure play activity consequently becomes corrupted by the

imposition of extrinsic controls which serve the spirit of competition, but not necessarily of the 

dancing, the playing, itself. This corruption happens often and is not difficult to imagine, since it 

is the norm in sports, games taken seriously, where the instinct to play the sport for its own sake 

can often be seen overridden by the competitive drive to win, or by interests of money or 

prestige, or seen as a metaphor of community or nationalist pride. In this sense, the world of play

has become corrupted by extrinsic attitudes.

To be sure, this can go both ways: not only is it the case that a play activity can be 

corrupted by extrinsic controls and concerns, but these controls and concerns can also be 

corrupted if play is left to itself and not restrained by them. In other words, play (also known as 

paidia) can be corrupted not only from a lack of protection from the controlled structures of the 

extrinsic, as in the case where the competitive drive overrides the want to play a sport for its own

sake, but also in the other direction, where, from a lack of the refereeing restraint that these 

extrinsic controls provide, the excesses of play can spread out into and corrupt the extrinsic 

world in ways that are inappropriate. Play is after all a base instinct, and, as such, left unchecked 

it can spread outward into other, inappropriate aspects of life. Play can be embraced, not 

positively as a manner of freedom, but negatively as a manner of destructive chaos. There are of 

course real world activities and responsibilities that should be given precedence over free play 
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activities. A musician with children, for example, is expected to find ways to receive money to 

financially support their family, and should not allow the play instinct to take precedence over 

their real world duties. Perhaps they might be so lucky as to be able to simultaneously play music

and make money at the same time. And a musician, assuming their music is good, arguably has 

an extrinsic duty to listeners of music, since, if they are only playing music for its own sake, and 

neglecting to record or perform it for others, this could be seen as a deprivation and waste.

For both Huizinga and Caillois, the foremost characteristics of play is freedom. But 

whereas Huizinga examines play as an aspect of civilization, Caillois rather sees the extrinsic 

institutionalisation of play, including for civilizing purposes, as something which takes away 

from play itself, and can less and less be called play as such. The more that play is 

institutionalised and controlled according to interests extrinsic to the play instinct itself, such as 

socializing and civilizing, the less that it remains play. Although the two thinkers above, 

Huizinga and Caillois, define play somewhat philosophically, their approach tends to have more 

sociological implications. The following thinkers, however, tend to look at play more so 

metaphysically, more so according to its philosophical implications. It happens that two of the 

following thinkers, Hans-Georg Gadamer and Eugen Fink, are German, and at least one 

comparative literature theorist indeed credits the German idealist tradition in particular as being 

the first to thematise play,88 of which these thinkers can be seen as inheritors.

Gadamer was born in 1900 Germany, telling us something about the world he is entering 

into. It is a Germany increasingly skeptical of much of its cultural heritage and philosophical 

precepts, putting into question the very legitimacy of the humanities enterprise as it is more and 

more made subsidiary to the successes in truth and method of the natural sciences. This is the 

88Mihai I. Spariosu, Dionysus Reborn: Play and the Aesthetic Dimension in Modern 
Philosophical and Scientific Discourse (Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP, 1989), p. 1.
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context into which the magnum opus of Gadamer enters, Truth and Method, which provides a 

historical genealogy tracing a shift in the Western view of truth, from the more nuanced truth 

pluralism of the ancient Greeks and Aristotle (technical truths, theoretical truths, practical truths, 

poetic truths, alatheia, etcetera), to our more singular obsession today for only those truths that 

can be systematically rendered into a quantifiable, scientific status. Gadamer wants to find a 

method for truth in the more qualitative studies of the humanities, and, by doing so, redeem them

from the hard sciences. And so a good portion of Truth and Method essays his understanding of 

how it is that truth can indeed be achieved in the humanities. It is here that we find his 

conception of play. Play is not the focus of Gadamer’s analysis, but it provides a central clue, 

even a model, for what he proposes will serve truth in the humanities, what he calls ontological 

explanation. That he connects play with the ontological is interesting, since it is apparent his 

book appears to largely involve the historical, hermeneutical, and/or genealogical, and not 

necessarily the ontological. But by connecting play with the ontological, this means that 

Gadamer is going so far as to say play offers a clue, not only subjectively for human beings, or 

more generally for all living beings, but for all being itself, a purview equal or greater to even 

that of science.

Gadamer asks us to think about what we mean by play in everyday language, writing the 

following:

[W]e find talk of the play of light, the play of the waves, the play of gears or parts of 
machinery, the interplay of limbs, the play of forces, the play of gnats, even a play on 
words. In each case what is intended is to-and-fro movement that is not tied to any goal 
that would bring it to an end … The movement backward and forward is obviously so 
central to the definition of play that it makes no difference who or what performs this 
movement. The movement of play as such has, as it were, no substrate. It is the game that
is played—it is irrelevant whether or not there is a subject who plays it. The play is the 
occurrence of the movement as such.89

89Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, trans. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. 
Marshall (New York, NY: Continuum, [1960] 2004), p.104.
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Considered this way, and play precedes the subjective, and even the physical, as movement—

play is movement as such. It would not be correct in this case to metaphorically see the play of 

inanimate objects as being not unlike the play of humans. It is we who find ourselves in play, not

the other way around—to be is to be in play. Play indicates a physical dynamism of complex 

natural processes. It is not to say one is determined by this play, that one loses their subjective 

individuality in the process of play, or that human play is merely physical, but it is to say that 

one’s subjective individuality supervenes and is to some degree or another a part of this to-and-

fro movement of the physical moving world. For Gadamer, play is essential for understanding 

being itself, but also in turn for understanding how it is we inhabit language, culture, and 

community, as players in play. This eventually leads Gadamer into his ultimate argument, 

involving what he calls the fusion of horizons, a dialectical method for achieving truth in the 

humanities. However, we will not be going this far, and are looking only to understand 

Gadamer’s conception of play on its own.

As with other conceptions we are looking at, we find a tension between freedom and 

control in Gadamer’s conceptions of play. Physical things in general can be seen as controlled, 

what we are calling a game, whereas the freedom of play can be seen to supervene over this 

control, because play involves an agency which freely chooses one structure of control over 

another. The freedom of play lies in players playing one game over another, or playing one set of

controls in a game over others. There is a controlled structure in games as they occur in purely 

physical, moving things. As Gadamer writes, “The particular nature of a game lies in the rules 

and regulations that prescribe the way the field of the game is filled. This is true universally, 

whenever there is a game”.90 To illustrate this, consider as a controlled game those physical 

bodies as they move in space according to Newton’s first law of motion, which states that “every

90Gadamer, Truth and Method, p. 107.
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body perseveres in its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a right line, unless it is compelled to 

change that state by forces impress’d thereon”,91 or, in other words, an object in motion 

continues in motion until impacted by another object or force. This law determines our existence 

as embodied beings, and one might even go so far as to call it tyrannical; not in the sense that 

there is some cruel intention behind it, but in the sense that it must be obeyed absolutely. Bodies 

are always influenced by their impact with other bodies (except perhaps in the far off 

cosmological scenario of absolute universal entropy and heat death). There is no free playing 

here, ony a controlled game. However, free play does enter in when it comes to the animate and 

subjective realm of the human world. As Gadamer writes,

Apart from these general determining factors [of the physical realm], it seems to me 
characteristic of human play that it plays something. That means that the structure of 
movement to which it submits has a definite quality that the player ‘chooses.’ First, he 
expressly separates his playing behavior from his other behavior by wanting to play. But 
even within his readiness to play he makes a choice. He chooses this game rather than 
that.92

Gadamer’s vision of play then is necessarily always a freedom of choice, in that players can 

select the game they wish to play with. Gamader’s vision of free play, as it supervenes amongst 

the controlled game of inanimate objects, has it that game-playing is simultaneously bound both 

by the controlled rules of things (physics), but that with play there is the additional freedom to 

choose certain controlled structures over others. It is a necessary, albeit dichotomous, 

relationship, where the subjective realm of free play cannot be separated from the structured 

game of the physical realm, which is its basis. As Gadamer writes, “[I]t is also mistaken to limit 

the ‘freedom’ of interpretive choice to externals and marginal phenomena rather than think of the

91Isaac Newton, Philosohiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica (London, UK: Middle 
Temple-Gate, 1729), p. 19, online, 
<https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Mathematical_Principles_of_Natural_Philosophy_(1729)>.

92Gadamer, Truth and Method, p. 107.

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Mathematical_Principles_of_Natural_Philosophy_(1729)
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whole performance in a way that is both bound and free”.93 The freedom of play and the controls 

of games infuse and inform each other as game-playing.

Gadamer’s Truth and Method is a tome. However, despite the keystone importance this 

book has placed on the concept of play, elaboration on this concept itself occupies only about 30 

pages in his book. On the other hand, Eugen Fink, a later contemporary to Gadamer, spends 

more time on this concept in particular. The work Fink did on the concept of play, as opposed to 

the more well-known work he did to explicate the philosophy of Nietzsche, does not appear to 

have been studied all that much in the anglosphere, likely owing to a dearth of translations. 

However, recent to my writing of this thesis, Fink’s works on play have been translated and 

anthologised into English, in a publication titled Play as Symbol for the World, which now 

provides the anglosphere greater access to his thoughts on play. As with Gadamer, Fink also sees

play for its ontological significance. He hopes to reveal, as he writes, “the world significance of 

play, the recognition of play as a key phenomenon of a truly universal status”.94 As the namesake

of this book indicates, he is interested in the concept of play as a symbol for the world. The 

vision of play that Fink presents is that of play as an intermediary phenomenon; an intermediary 

phenomenon not involving actual things by themselves (limited, scientifically observable, 

physical things), nor non-actual things by themselves (imaginary, spiritual, metaphysical things),

but that these can be seen to exist altogether in play. Play for Fink is an interactive phenomenon 

which reveals the world not merely as either just an objective object, or as a physical activity, or 

as a matter of metaphysical subjectivity, but more holistically as an activity which includes all 

these together.

As was mentioned, Fink is known primarily (in the anglosphere at least) for his 

93Gadamer, Truth and Method, p. 118.
94 Eugen Fink, Play as Symbol of the World, trans. Ian Alexander Moore & Christopher 

Turner (Bloomington, IN: Indiana UP, [c. 1957-1973] 2016), p. 71.
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explicating of the philosophy of Nietzsche. And his thinking on play can be seen reflected in 

these earlier writings on Nietzsche. Indeed, in the coda to his book on the philosophy of 

Nietzsche, he says that it is a concept of play which brings the larger philosophical doctrine of 

Nietzsche together, writing as follows:

There is a non-metaphysical originality in his [Nietzsche’s] cosmological philosophy of 
‘play’. Even the early writings indicate the mysterious dimension of play including the 
metaphysics of the artist, his Heraclisteanism with Zeus, the playing cosmic child, the 
Pais Passion … Nietzsche makes the human playing, the playing of the child and the 
artist into a key concept for the universe. It becomes a cosmic metaphor … [T]he human 
essence [according to Nietzsche] can only be conceived and determined through play …95

The work Fink did to explicate the philosophy of Nietzsche came before his work on play, and as

such it might be said that Fink’s conception of play was informed by his explication of 

Nietzsche. It is apparent that this is the case when we consider an illustration from Nietzsche, 

one which I think helpfully encapsulates and summarizes what it is that both Nietzsche and Fink 

mean by play. Nietzsche delineated a dichotomy within the Western mentality, between what he 

calls the Apollonian and the Dionysian, and to illustrate this he gives the example of sculpting 

(what he calls plastic art), writing as follows:

The dream is the play of the individual with the actual, plastic art (in its widest sense) is 
play with the dream. The statue as block of marble is something very real, however, the 
actuality of the statue as dream form is the living person of the god. As long as the statue 
floats as an image of fantasy before the eyes of the artist, he still plays with the actual: 
when he translates this image into marble, he plays with the dream.96

I take this to be a great illustration of the metaphysical process of play, as it manifests in artistic 

creation according to the thinking of Nietzsche and Fink. However, it comes to us in the 

aphoristic, poetic style of Nietzsche. And so I will expand upon and explain what I take him to 

95Eugen Fink, Nietzsche’s Philosophy, trans. Goetz Richter (New York, NY: Continuum,
[1960] 2003). | See also, “Nietzsche’s concept of play unifies the opposition of Dionysos and 
Apollo and constitutes the reluctant synthesis of two fundamental powers” (p. 23).

96Friedrich Nietzsche, “The Dionysian Worldview”, trans. Claudia Crawford in Journal 
of Nietzsche Studies 13 (Spring 1997), p. 81.
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mean. Imagine an individual, a prospective sculptor. There is actuality, existing on its own, 

separate from anyone’s experience of it (the ontic). But an appearance of this actuality comes to 

the individual through their senses. There is certainly some experience of actuality you the reader

are having right now, as you read or listen to this thesis, not necessarily having anything to do 

with this thesis, but all the other manner of sensory experience that are flooding you; as I write 

this sentence now I can hear my cat eating, birds chirping, I feel a cool fall breeze flowing past 

me from the window, etcetera. These appearances of actuality that you and I are experiencing are

altogether incomprehensible and unfathomable if we did not control our attention to selectively 

shut out or focus on one appearance over another. One appearance of actuality of interest to 

sculptors is that of human forms, which would also altogether be seen by the individual in an 

immense number of different varieties, types, shapes, and sizes; short, tall, effeminate, 

masculine, thin, large, delicate, strong, etcetera. Indeed, the fact that we all belong to the human 

form, and yet with little difficulty are able to discern manifold differences between each other, 

already demonstrates, with what is only one type of appearance (the human), an immense 

manifold of differences. Faced with these manifold appearances, the individual as sculptor then 

in their imagination thinks to control these appearances, to classify, organise, and structure them,

to shut out or focus on one appearance over another, according to certain criteria; perhaps they 

control these arrangements according to certain ideals of gender, or fitness, or perhaps even 

according to the controlled arrangement of one particular individual they have in mind. This is 

how I would explain what both Fink and Nietzsche mean by play, the point in the process that 

Nietzsche described above as the image of fantasy that floats before the eyes of the artist as they 

play with the actual. Play at this point is a freely engaged but controlled mediation of the 

possibilities occurring between our immense experience of actuality and our controlled focus and
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imagination.

But the process of play is not exhausted here, and it can then go on to inform and 

physically manifest as artistic creation. From this original, imaginative, interactive play of the 

individual—that is, the interactivity between their experience of actuality and the controlled 

consideration of this experience in their imagination—the sculptor may then behold in their mind

a vision of what they see as the ideal heroic nude. Holding onto this vision, this product of 

imaginative play, they then move to physically manifest this vision back into actuality. This is 

another process of play, but in the reverse direction; first there was actuality, then the 

appearances of this actuality to an individual, then the prospective artist controls these visions of 

appearance according to certain criteria, and finally the artist manifestly plays this controlled 

vision back into actuality. In the case of the sculpting artist, the vision is played into actuality via

a physical, selective, chipping and carving of stone. This, by way of Nietzsche’s illustrative 

example of the sculptor, is what I take both he and Fink to mean by the metaphysical process of 

play.

Although this above conception of play is one that sees it as a necessarily free act, there is

still some tension here. This reflects in the following passage, where Fink writes that, while yes, 

the quality of freedom does in fact prevail to a high degree in play, there is a difficulty here:

Play can at one time be experienced as a peak of human sovereignty; the human being 
then enjoys an almost unbounded creativity. He creates productively and without 
inhibition because he does not produce in the realm of real actuality. The player feels as 
if he were “master” of his imaginary products. Playing becomes a distinguished—
because it is scarcely restricted—possibility of human freedom. And in fact the element 
of freedom prevails to a high degree in play. But it remains a difficult question, whether 
the nature of play must be grasped fundamentally and exclusively from the power of 
freedom that belongs to existence—or whether completely different grounds of existence 
reveal themselves and are at work in play as well.97

97Eugen Fink, “Oasis of Happiness” in Play as Symbol of the World, trans. Ian 
Alexander Moore & Christopher Turner (Bloomington, IN: Indiana UP, 2016 [1957]), p. 26.
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In other words, continuing with our example of the sculptor, although the sculptor is free to play 

with their controlled vision however they will, it remains based upon appearances of actuality. 

The artist might, for example, come up with absurd arrangements of these appearances, such as 

pigs with wings, or snowballs in hell, or hens with teeth, and so forth. And the sculptor could 

then variously manifest these newfangled arrangements into sculpted stone through the process 

of artistic play. In doing this it might seem the sculptor is creatively and manifestly free to play 

their visions into reality however they will. But it is here that Fink stops us and asks if 

imaginative play, and the visions and works of art that it produces, can really ultimately be freed 

even from its origin in actuality. The answer is no, as he writes, “Actual things always belong to 

the playworld … Playing is finite creativity within the magical dimension of appearance”.98 In 

other words, the absurd arrangements given above, such as a pig with wings, are concoctions, 

mishmashes of one actual thing with another actual thing, and are not anything really completely 

freed from their basis in actuality. There is nothing new under the sun,99 and not even the 

freedom of imaginative play, and its subsequent works of artistic play, can ever be completely 

ungrounded from their original basis in actuality, or more accurately in appearances originating 

from actuality. This is not to say that being so originally grounded in actuality means that play is 

not free. It only means that whatever freedom we do experience or enact must always supervene 

and follow somewhat and somehow upon the natural, necessary structure of actuality. Therefore, 

the conception of play from Fink is free in a way not unlike that of Gadamer. Play is a freedom 

of choice, of selectively controlling to choose between one thing or another, such as one 

structure, one set of rules or boundaries, one manner of aesthetic ideal, over another.

The next major figure we come to in the philosophy of play is Bernard Suits, who wrote a

98Fink, “Oasis of Happiness”, p. 29.
99Ecclesiastes 1:9, NRSV.
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number of works on play, most (his “The Elements of Sport” is not included) of which are 

anthologised together in a book bearing the namesake of and including his most popular piece, 

The Grasshopper.100 Suits is the best philosopher of play for us in that he originally writes in 

English, and so we can trust that he is speaking to the meanings of play and games as we are 

looking at them in English, as opposed to the ways these concepts and their various attendant 

qualities might become muddled when appearing analogously through translation. He is also a 

good thinker for us because, as with others (including especially Caillois), Suits notices a 

distinction to be made between freedom and control, but, more so than others, we can identify 

these distinctions usefully marked according to the English terms of play and games.

In his piece, “Words on Play”, Suits rejects that a game is a subspecies of play, since 

simply replacing the term play, in play a game, with some other verb would result in no loss of 

meaning. Just because we commonly say play a game, this is not sufficient evidence to decidedly

mark the connection between play and games themselves. Suits puts it in more logical terms as 

follows:

In contending that playing and playing games are logically independent, I mean that, 
even though game-playing very often is playing, one cannot conclude that because x is an
instance of playing that x is therefore an instance of game playing, and also that one 
cannot conclude that because y is an instance of game playing that it is therefore an 
instance of playing.101

Suits illustrates this formulation with everyday examples, including the example of a child freely

manipulating their dinner of mashed potatoes, and the example of a professional athlete occupied

in a sport for money. Respectively, this is an example of play that we would not necessarily call 

a game, and an example of a game that we would not necessarily call play. In the example of the 

100Bernard Suits, The Grasshopper: Games, Life, and Utopia (Peterborough, ON: 
Broadview Press, [1967-1978] 2014).

101 Bernard Suits, “Words on Play” in The Grasshopper (Peterborough, ON: Broadview 
Press, [1977] 2014), p. 221.
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child manipulating their meal of mashed potatoes, Suits appeals to our common sense of things, 

arguing that this is not a game since there appears to be no clear answer to those questions we 

would ask about a game, such as “What are the goals of these games? What are the rules? What 

counts as winning? What counts as cheating?”102 This indicates that one can be at play, but not 

necessarily be playing a game. In the other example, of someone occupied in a sport for money, 

Suits reminds us of how we commonly think of a professional sportsperson as working when 

they are engaged in their sport, and as playing when they go home to romp with their children. 

Again this indicates a distinction, that one can be occupied in a game, but not necessarily be 

playing at this game. These examples indicate that, while it might be rhetorically said that one is 

playing a game, it is not necessarily clear from this that they are actually playing, since “play” in 

many expressions appears merely to be describing the occupation, engagement with, or 

performance of a game as an activity.

Suits continues to illustrate the distinct independence of play and games by way of 

analogy, where the relationship between play and games is like the relationship between 

lightness (as in the shade of a colour) and blue (the colour itself). Some blues are light, and some

lightly coloured things are blue, but from this it does not follow that all light-coloured things are 

blue, or that all blue-coloured things are light. Further, just as lightness has its opposite, 

darkness, so does play have its opposite, what Suits refers to as either seriousness, or perhaps a 

certain kind of seriousness. But this does not carry over for the colour blue, which does not have 

an inherent opposite (green? red?), nor does it carry over for a game, which also does not have an

opposite (what is the opposite of chess?). To be sure, and to elaborate, although it might be 

thought that the opposite of blue is orange, according to how it is organised on a colour wheel, 

but it is not inherently true that this is the case (this ordering is not obviously inherent to the 

102Suits, “Words on Play”, p. 221.
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colour itself), whereas it is inherently true and obvious that darkness is the opposite of lightness, 

since both can be obviously defined according to their relationship with one another—lightness 

can obviously be defined as not dark, and darkness can obviously be defined as not light. Play 

therefore is something of an additive quality to a thing, a shading, an attitude. And he is no doubt

referring to how he elsewhere defines play, according, as we will see shortly, to the key element 

of a lusory attitude. Suits thinks that this shading or attitudinal quality of play is something that is

added to something else; namely, to a game. And in this way does Suits illustrate playing and a 

game to be two independently identifiable behaviours, regularly brought together as game-

playing.

In support of the above, Suits then continues on to write that “playing always means 

playing with some x or other, although this prepositional addition is not always, and perhaps not 

even usually expressed”.103 In other words, play is an adjective that always modifies or adds an 

attribute to an activity, but, unique for the word “play”, there is often no prepositional term used, 

such as at, or with, or in. For example, it is not usually said playing at hockey, or playing in 

hockey, or playing with hockey. We simply say playing hockey, leaving the relationship, playing

with, implicit. Play therefore modifies something, it modifies the attitude towards an activity. As 

a modification, play is always done with something, it is not done by itself. This hypothesis 

might appear to be false, since it can be asked, what is meant when there appears to be no object 

about and someone is said to just be playing. For example, if there are no mashed potatoes about 

and it is simply said that “the child is playing”. Suits argues that what is being played with in this

case is implicit. To play is always to be playing with some resource, but that “resource” can be 

implicitly seen to include time, or energy. In other words, the child has some spare time, or 

excess energy, and is using this to play.

103Suits, “Words on Play”, p. 222.
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Suits builds upon a view from Arthur Schopenhauer, who argued that the play of animals 

consists in the discharge of superfluous energy. It is from this sense of what is superfluous that 

Suits pulls his idea of what is play. As the play of an animal is an expenditure of energy that is 

beyond what is needed for the survival of that animal, so the play of humans is also a kind of 

superfluous reallocation. But instead of the more narrow sense of animal superfluousness, Suits 

prefers to think of this in terms of more particularly human resources. And so play involves a 

more spiritual, attitudinal engagement with something. At this point Suits comes to a definition 

of play per se:

x is playing if and only if x has made a temporary reallocation to autotelic activities of 
resources primarily committed to instrumental purposes.104

Defined this way, and the child is said to be playing with their mashed potatoes because they are 

reallocating the manipulation of their food resources from instrumental purposes of nourishment 

to purposes intrinsic to this activity itself. Assuming there are no mashed potatoes, and the child 

is said to be only playing, and does not appear to by playing with something, it remains that the 

child is still implicitly playing with something, albeit unexpressed. They could be playing with a 

non-material resource, such as an excess in bodily or spiritual energy, or an excess in time. On 

the other hand, defined this way, and returning to the hockey sports-person example, and a 

sportsperson who is engaged in professional hockey for money could not truly be said to be 

playing, since they are reallocating their resources for strictly instrumental purposes (money), 

and not for intrinsic, autotelic purposes of engaging in the activity for its own sake. Is there 

freedom in this view of play? Yes, because the freedom of choice has been used to select this 

play activity, this reallocation of resources, over other, working activities. As Suits writes, “For 

whether any given resource is primarily committed to instrumental purposes or to other purposes 

104Suits, “Words on Play”, p. 225.
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is a matter not of necessity or obdurate fact, but of choice”.105 Instead of playing, one could 

instead choose to rather be working. But they have freely decided to instead reallocate their 

resources of time and effort to playing.

We now know how Suits defines play per se, as the reallocation of a resource away from 

its primary, instrumental purpose, shifted instead towards an activity that is done for its own 

sake. In a somewhat roundabout way we can see how Suits defines games per se, by parsing his 

definition of game-playing and putting it in relief against his definition of only play. Suits 

defines games in his piece, “What is a Game?” This title is something of a misnomer, however, 

since what he comes to define is not a game per se, but game-playing. But this is okay for our 

purposes, since by parsing his definitions we can identify both of his conception for play and for 

games, and, further, we can see that what is essential to his definitions is that of freedom in play, 

and control in games. Suits defines what it means to play a game:

To play a game is to engage in activity directed toward bringing about a specific state of 
affairs [prelusory goal], using only means permitted by specific rules, where the means 
permitted by the rules are more limited in scope than they would be in the absence of the 
rules [constitutive rules], and where the sole reason for accepting such limitation is to 
make possible such activity [lusory attitude].106

Or, in other words, as Suits puts it elsewhere, more simply and less formally, “to play a game is 

the voluntary attempt [lusory attitude] to overcome unnecessary [prelusory goal] obstacles 

[constitutive rules]”.107 These definitions of game-playing from Suits correspond of course with 

what he has identified throughout his thinking, compiled in the anthology The Grasshopper, as 

three key elements necessary for game-playing; the prelusory goal, the constitutive rules, and the

lusory attitude (these key elements have been inserted into the definitions above with hard-

105Suits, “Words on Play”, p. 220.
106Bernard Suits, “What is a Game?” in Philosophy of Science 34, no. 2 (June, 1967), p.

148.
107Suits, “The Grasshopper”, p. 43.
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brackets, for easy reference). The first key element is the prelusory goal, meaning a goal that can 

be described independently of the game, mundanely or matter-of-factly. For example, the 

prelusory goal in a game of hockey is to place the puck into the opposing team’s net more times 

than they do yours. This mundane, matter-of-fact goal is not enough to make a game a game, 

since we might imagine that someone might just pick up the puck with their hands and place it 

into the net, but would not say that they are playing the game. The second key element is needed,

the constitutive rules, which prevent anyone from using the most efficient means to achieve the 

goal, and instead frame the achievement of this goal according to specific rules which make this 

achievement somehow more challenging and which set the conditions of achieving the goal 

within very particular and set parameters. For example, one of the many constitutive rules in the 

complex game of hockey is that you must maneuver the puck with a stick and not with your 

hands. Finally, the third key element is needed, the lusory attitude, which necessitates a person’s 

voluntary acceptance of the game’s prelusory goal and constitutive rules, only because doing so 

will make a person want to engage with the game as such. This last key element is important, 

because without it we might imagine that a person finds themselves occupied by a game for 

reasons other than their wanting to, perhaps because they are being forced to, or perhaps for 

some reason because they need to. This last key element is important for the distinction I am 

identifying in this thesis, because it is here that I mark where the distinction between play and 

games can be identified. The prelusory goal and the constitutive rules are the game, whereas the 

lusory attitude is the play. It can imagined that without the lusory attitude, there could be only an 

occupation with some goal and some constitutive rules, but no voluntary engagement with it, 

only to the contrary an activity that is for some of many reasons meant only to be an occupation 

of control, and not necessarily meant to be engaged in as a voluntary activity.
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The qualities of freedom and control can be parsed more literally from Suits’ definitions 

above. Suits’ concept of play per se can be seen contained within the phrase, “where the sole 

reason for accepting such limitation is to make possible such activity”. Here we can see the 

quality of freedom with the word accepting, which is, as we have seen Suits elsewhere explain, a

freedom of choice. And the rest of the definition can be seen to mean games per se, an “… 

activity directed toward bringing about a specific state of affairs, using only means permitted by 

specific rules, where the means permitted by the rules are more limited in scope than they would 

be in the absence of the rules …”. In this portion of the definition for what it is to play a game, 

we find no concept of freedom, of choosing to do an activity for its own sake. Instead, we find 

the description of an ordered, controlled state of affairs done with limited means and according 

to specific rules. This parsing can also be done with Suits’ more informal version of his 

definition—to play a game is the voluntary attempt to overcome unnecessary obstacles—where 

play seen as freedom is located in the word voluntary, and where games seen as control is 

located in the word obstacles. Therefore, with Suits we indeed have the concept of play as an 

activity that is freely done for its own sake, and we indeed have the concept of games as 

activities controlled according to certain limiting methods and specific rules.

In a paper titled “Games and the Good”, Canadian philosopher Thomas Hurka builds 

upon what Bernard Suits says about play and games. Indeed, in no uncertain terms, in the first 

sentence of his abstract and in the final sentence of his conclusion, Hurka respectively praises 

Suits’ “brilliant analysis (contra Wittgenstein) of playing a game”, and then says that, with The 

Grasshopper, Suits has written a “wonderful book”.108 Hurka identifies, in a way not unlike I am 

in this thesis, that there is some dynamic between play and/or games which reflect in certain 

108Thomas Hurka, “Games and the Good”, in Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, 
Supplementary Volumes 80, pp. 217-235.
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paradigms throughout time. For myself here in this thesis, the dynamic paradigm of focus is that 

of a more modern value of freedom, as opposed to a more classical value of control, as these 

variously reflect throughout conceptions of play and games. But Hurka rather identifies the 

dynamic paradigm of a more modern value of process or journey (Marxian, Nietzschean), as 

opposed to a more classical value of product or destination (Aristotelian), and finds these 

paradigmatic values correlate with the paradigm of game-playing. It is helpful for us to look at 

what Hurka writes, not necessarily because we can recognise a distinction between play and 

games (although I think this is the case as well), but because he recognises what is another 

contention of this thesis: that conceptions of play and/or games variously correlate with certain 

dynamic paradigms throughout culture and time. As follows, Hurka describes a modern valued 

paradigm of game-playing as it reflects in the thinking of Marx and Nietzsche:

So for both Marx and Nietzsche a central human good was activity that on the one side is 
necessarily directed to a goal but on the other derives its value entirely from aspects of 
the process of achieving it. This is why the type of value they affirm is paradigmatically 
illustrated by playing in games; when one’s goal is trivial, the only value can be that of 
process … [W]hat each [of these thinkers] valued is in effect playing in games, in Marx’s
case the game of material production when there is no longer any instrumental need for it,
in Nietzsche’s the game of exercising power just for the sake of doing so.109

This paradigm that Hurka identifies in Nietzsche and Marx, and in turn in modern valuations of 

game-playing, can in other words be heard expressed in the trite but common maxim, “It’s not 

about winning or losing, it’s about having fun”. After identifying this paradigm of journey over 

destination in modern valuations of game-playing, Hurka briefly goes on to show that this 

reflects not only particularly in current everyday thinking about game-playing, but even more 

broadly in contexts outside of just game-playing, including in current thinking about business 

and art. I hope, by the way, that this thesis too might likewise reflect current thinking about the 

dynamic paradigms of freedom and control, also in areas not limited to just game-playing.

109Thomas Hurka, “Games and the Good”, p. 231.
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This modern paradigm (Marxian and Nietzschean), of valuing process over product, 

journey over destination, is then compared to the contrary with the Aristotelian division of all 

activity into either a matter of kinesis or energeia, where kinesis is not unlike product or 

destination, and energeia is not unlike process or journey, and where Aristotle is seen to put 

greater value on kinesis, of product over process, of destination over journey. Hurka elaborates 

on this, and it is no doubt very accurate and true. Neverminding, I prefer not to dwell on this 

elaboration too much here, for fear of needlessly complicating the matter, since it is so particular 

to a specific aspect of Aristotle’s metaphysics. This classical Aristotelian valuation can I think 

more simply be seen (although, to be sure, not as accurately or particularly as Hurka’s analysis) 

with even just a simple understanding of Aristotle’s metaphysical philosophy of teleology in 

general, which I think is more well-known and broadly appreciated in a basic sense. It is the 

view, in the words of Aristotle himself, that “everything which is generated moves towards a 

principle, i.e. its end. For the object of a thing is its principle; and generation has as its object the 

end”.110

Hurka identifies a paradigm of process or journey as opposed to product or destination, 

whereas I find a paradigm of freedom as opposed to control, and we both find these paradigms 

reflect in valuations of game-playing, according to a more or less classical or to a more or less 

modern mindset. Hurka does not distinguish these valuations separately according to the terms of

play and games, as I do, but I think that this can be done for his analysis. It seems to me that 

what Hurka identifies as the value of process and journey reflects in what I distinguish as play 

per se, whereas what he identifies as the value of product and destination reflects in what I 

distinguish as games per se. Play is most regularly expressed as a verb, and at least in this sense 

110Aristotle, “Metaphysics” in Aristotle in 23 Volumes, Volume 17, 18, trans. by Hugh 
Tredennick (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, [c. 384 BC - 322 BC] 1933), §1050a.
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is it in line with the value of a process or journey. And games are most regularly expressed as 

nouns, and at least in this sense are they in line with the value of a product or destination. Play 

per se, at least in the way we are considering it, is an engagement that is freely done for its own 

sake, and this too matches with what Hurka identifies as modern valuations of process and 

journey, at least insofar as processes and journeys do not necessarily result in anything beyond 

themselves. And games per se, at least in the way we are considering them, are occupations that 

have very specific ends and goals (winning), and this too matches with what Hurka identifies as 

a classical, Aristotelian valuation of product and destination. It therefore seems that Hurka’s 

analysis could be considered along the terms of my own distinction between free play and 

controlled games.

Altogether I have identified a distinction between the freedom in play and the control in 

games, and have identified that attitudes and conceptions towards play and games have changed 

over time, especially with relation to certain dynamic paradigms in thinking about freedom and 

control. These two qualities can of course become contradictory, given their antithetical natures, 

but not necessarily so, since, when they are merged together, which is indeed how these concepts

regularly find their expression, we have the complimentary, hybrid-notion of game-playing, of 

playing a game, of freely engaging with a controlled occupation. I therefore take it as important 

to particularly consider some of the reasons why the distinction between free play and games 

might be lost or confused. To be sure, the distinction between play and games that I am making 

is not necessarily always an obvious one, and a number of factors can confuse it. But I argue that

this confusion should ultimately be fought against, at least in philosophical understanding, firstly

because the distinction between play and games is there in truth, but also because, without 

appreciating this distinction, there are potential substantive impacts that can follow as a 
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consequence, some of which will be seen shortly in section III. But before moving on to examine

these substantive impacts in the next section, let us first tackle some of the main reasons why the 

essential distinction between play and games might become confused; namely, because both 

activities happen to share a number of incidental properties, because they are regularly 

complementary, because they are often being used to translate non-English terms that are not 

quite analogous to play and games, and because a game is often defined by linguists as a form of 

play.

One confusion that distorts the distinction between play and games is that both these 

concepts share a number of incidental qualities. Both are activities which, for one, are often 

associated with being fun. But being fun is not necessary for either of these activities. Sports, for 

example, which are essentially games, are most always taken quite seriously. They also can often

involve feelings of loss, of being a loser. Therefore, although a game can be fun, it does not 

necessarily have to be, and can rather be quite serious, and actually end up with you feeling like 

a terrible loser. Because play and games share a number of incidental properties, it might be 

thought that they are synonymous. However, although these concepts can certainly be seen as 

synonymous in certain incidental respects, there is an essential distinction that has been 

identified, according to the qualities of freedom and control, and so it remains that they should 

not be confused.

Another confusion, one that has already been examined in section I, is that the concepts 

of play and games, including especially with their essentially attendant qualities of freedom and 

control, are regularly complementary when brought together to express the dual notion of 

playing a game, of freely engaging in a controlled occupation. To be sure, although these 

concepts and properties can complement one another very well when appropriately brought into 
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concert, we should nevertheless still be clear to distinguish them, since it can happen that these 

opposed qualities might not be brought into concert and instead in some bad way be made 

contradictory.

That the English terms of play and games are often being used to translate concepts from 

other, non-English languages which are not quite analogous is another point of confusion. This 

too has already been examined, earlier in this section, where we noticed how concepts from a 

number of non-English thinkers were being translated into English in ways that were not quite 

synonymous to their English analogues. If I might be so bold as to conjecture something that 

perhaps should not be conjectured without more of a natural understanding of these non-English 

languages, I suspect the distinct concepts I identify, with the terms of play and games, likewise 

reflect in non-English languages, such as French and German. It would be enough for this 

conceptual distinction to stand based merely on the grammatical difference between a term that 

is expressed as a verb, such as jouer and spielen, as opposed to the same term as it is expressed 

as a noun, such as jeu(x) and Spiel(e).

And another confusion is that a game is often defined as a form of play, or as a controlled

form of play. These definitions are describing a game as a gerund, a verb grammatically 

functioning as a noun. Such definitions are accurate insofar as a game can be thought of as a 

controlled activity that is played. But this is not quite right, since this is more a definition of the 

dual-notion of game-playing than it is of a game per se. Although games regularly appear in 

association with play, as controlled occupations that are volunteered for, by themselves games 

are only controlled occupations. And so it can be confusing for them to be defined with reference

to play, with what is essentially the opposite of a game. The concept of a game by itself does not 

necessarily require a play aspect. To define a game as a form of play can be confusing, if not an 
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outright contradiction in terms, since it is to say that a controlled occupation is a form of being 

free. Defining a game this way does not define it on its own terms, but rather according to what 

is its opposite. It is not necessarily inappropriate to define a term with reference to its opposite, 

but what confuses in this case, where games are defined as forms of play, is not necessarily that a

game is being defined with respect to its opposite, but that it is being defined as a direct form of 

what is its opposite—a controlled occupation is being defined as a form of free engagement.

Even assuming the above is correct, that a game can indeed be taken to mean a form of 

play, this leads to yet another confusion. If a “game” can be taken to mean a controlled activity, 

but can also be taken as a form of play, where play means to be free, then a “game” is something 

of a contronym, a word with two opposite meanings, a word that can be its own antonym. This 

means that a game can be taken both as something that is controlled, as well as something that is 

free. The word “sanction”, for an example of a contronym, is a word that can mean a threatened 

penalty for disobeying, and yet can also mean official permission for an action. With this in 

mind, let us parse some interpretations of what might be meant by the dual notion of game-

playing. If playing means to be free, and a game means a form of playing, then this is 

conceptually consistent; here, game-playing means to freely engage in a form of freedom, more 

literally it means playing a play. In another sense, if playing again means to be free, but this time 

a game is taken to mean being controlled, then this too is conceptually consistent; here, game-

playing means to freely engage with being controlled. However, if it is said that someone is 

game-playing, or that they are just playing, yet there is no freedom in either case, only someone 

who finds themselves within a controlled occupation, then this is not conceptually consistent; 

here, game-playing becomes contradictory, it does not mean play but only a game, it means not 

that someone is free but only that they are controlled in an occupation. For reasons of avoiding 
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confusion like this, and without imposing unrealistic or uncomfortable demands upon more 

informal everyday speech, the distinction between play and games should be better made clear, 

at least philosophically speaking, according to their respective properties of freedom and control.

With such confusions in mind, consider an example in contemporary philosophy 

discourses where the distinction between play and games, as freedom and control, is lost. A 

publication, The Philosophy of Play,111 collects a number of articles that are meant as a cursory 

survey for how play is currently being discussed within philosophy. Although a number of these 

articles do speak to play conceptualised as a kind of freedom, not all necessarily distinguish play 

from games as significantly distinct, or indeed treat them as synonymous. For one example, in 

the article that serves as the coda to this publication, titled “Calling time on kidult accounts of 

masculinity”,112 author David Webster speaks to what he identifies as the detrimental effects 

videogames are having on men, and consequently the detrimental effects videogames are having 

on society in general. Rather than concisely define what he means by play, he begins by offering 

a more general, descriptive typology, which sees play as primarily involving relaxation, 

escapism, social construction, and self-expression (he does not explicitly describe play as a kind 

of freedom per se, perhaps as a consequence of generally describing play instead of succinctly 

defining it, although we might take his description of play as self-expression to be a kind of 

positive freedom). Webster questions whether videogames are good, according to how they 

compare with his general description of play, eventually arriving at the conclusion that 

videogames are by and large ethically and socially bad. But this does not quite make the point 

that he himself has hit upon. He argues that videogames are bad, and this may very well be true, 

111The Philosophy of Play, ed. Emily Ryall, Wendy Russell, and Malcolm MacLean 
(New York, NY: Routledge, 2013).

112David Webster, “Game over: Calling time on kidult accounts of masculinity”, in The 
Philosophy of Play, ed. Emily Ryall, Wendy Russell, and Malcolm MacLean (New York, NY: 
Routledge, 2013).
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but he arrives at this conclusion based on how videogames do not meet up to his positive 

descriptions of play. But this is not necessarily because videogames are bad, according to 

descriptions of play, but because they are not even forms of play at all. As their moniker 

indicates, videogames are not play, but games. It helps to consider some of the common 

pathologies often connected to videogames, including addiction and escapism, to appreciate that 

being free is hardly necessary to videogames. And considering them this way indeed could 

bolster the argument that they are bad. Videogames are naturally better understood as what they 

are, as controlled occupations. The view of games as simply forms of playing, without 

appreciating how they are distinct, risks certain errors in thinking about these concepts. An 

individual who finds themselves engaged in a video game would be better described as an 

individual who finds themselves occupied by a game, or as someone who is game-playing, and 

not necessarily as an individual engaged only in a form of playing per se. Videogames can at 

least be credited with having an accurate namesake, activities that are regularly firstly described 

as gamethings, and not necessarily as playthings.

In this section we have altogether looked at certain non-English concepts often translated 

into the English terms of play and games, and the etymologies of some of these terms. From this 

it was speculated that the English terms of play and games were in part separated because of a 

want to uniquely separate the culturally significant phenomena of theatre productions, called 

plays, from the activity of play as we are considering it. We have looked at a modern increase in 

positive attitudes towards play in relation to an increase in negative attitudes towards work, and 

also in relation to a modern-, industrial-era increase in positive attitudes towards freedom and 

individualism. From this it was speculated that play and games, considered separately as freedom

and control, is something of a modern formulation, stemming from changing and burgeoning 
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attitudes towards work and freedom. We have looked at a number of thinkers who have said 

significant things about the concept of play, noticing throughout how play is consistently seen as 

containing a quality of freedom, yet also noticing how nearby there often appears some 

dichotomous tension involving control, made expressly distinct by Caillois, and literally so, in 

English, by Suits. And finally we have looked at some legitimate, formal confusions that can 

come about as a result of these two concepts and their qualities being unduly associated or 

mistaken for one another. However, it is not just in the formal sense, the grammatical and 

semantic, that these confusions can have consequences. Words matter, and can impact or be 

impacted by our place and time, and so any formal confusions can have substantive dangers 

which negatively impact our practical engagement with the real world. Which leads us to the 

next section.
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III. Applied:

Where Free Play and Controlled Games Can Become Contradictory

With the above genealogy and etymology in hand—and so the understanding that play 

and games are best thought of as two essentially distinct and opposite concepts, according to 

their respective qualities of being free and of being controlled—this particular section now 

moves to apply this thinking towards contemporary scenarios which illustrate this distinction 

more in action, and which illustrate how this distinction can make these concepts 

contradictory.113 This section is thus divided into two subsections, the first involving applied 

scenarios which illustrate contradictions where games are privileged over play, and the second 

scenarios which illustrate such contradictions where play is privileged over games. Namely, 

these scenarios are as follows. A scenario is given where the control in a game is contradicted by

the freedom in play when the penchant of play for free unseriousness grants moral allowance for 

jokers in play to find their amusement by contradicting and subverting the control in a game, 

consequently also contradicting and subverting whatever attendant values that might be 

communicated by the game. Another scenario is given using similar circumstances, but this time 

where the control in a game rather reasserts itself over such freely contradictory and subversive 

play, instead tempering and keeping in balance these potentially free and wild excesses of play. 

Then a scenario is given where the freedom in play is contradicted by the control in a game, in 

those cases where the freedom in play is classified as a right, but where this so-called right to so-

called play, which should basically mean a liberal right to be free, is merely paid lip-service to, 

and is rather seen to manifest in practice more so as a contradictory token right to game or to be 

113Play and games can also become contradictory according to certain other of their 
qualities. For example, the characteristic individualism of play and the characteristic sociality of 
games are at odds, and could become contradictory. But nevermind this, except as a possibility 
for further research, because the focus of this thesis is with particular respect to how the essential
freedom of play and the essential control of games can become contradictory.
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gamed, to be controlled according to certain regulations, bounds, and obstacles, bestowed upon a

so-called player by some extrinsic authority in the form of what is actually not play but only a 

game. Finally, two scenarios are given where the freedom of play, manifesting as an act of 

individual self-expression, contradicts the authority of a game, manifesting as discriminatory and

exclusionary; one scenario is that portrayed in the dramatic comedy film The Bad News Bears, 

and the other is the real-world scenario of transgendered players insisting that they be included 

as they are in their sport of choice.

The aim of this section, and of this thesis overall, is not necessarily to arrive at any 

conclusive moral or ethical judgement about which is better or worse, play or games, nor to 

conclude whether one variant contradiction of play or games is better or worse than another. It is 

enough for the scope of this thesis to bring to light the distinction between play and games, and 

some of the potential contradictions that stem from this distinction, or from failing to make it. 

But it is beyond the purview of this thesis to ethically resolve such contradictions, and to say that

the contradiction of one is worse or better than the other. This thesis is at bottom a conceptual 

analysis, more than it is an ethical one, and as such this section will overall take a more or less 

ethically relative position as it presents varying scenarios illustrating some of the practical, 

potential contradictory-ness between play and of games.

There are a number of ways in which play and games can become contradictory, beyond 

those about to be illustrated here. For example, players who play a game in order only to win, or 

only for fame, or only for money, etcetera, are often thought to be in contradiction to what it is to

play a game. The thinking might go something like this: playing a game is or should be done for 

its own sake, therefore to be playing a game for extrinsic reasons, like those just mentioned, is to 

be in contradiction with what it is to play a game. Putting whether this is true or not to the side, 
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this is only mentioned in order to say that such contradictions, those which are the consequence 

of things extrinsic to play and games, are not what concern us here. What concerns us here are 

not just any motivations or reasons by which play and games might become contradictory, but 

only those contradictions which are the consequence strictly of play and games themselves, on 

their own, intrinsically. Even more specifically, what particularly concerns us here are the ways 

in which the essential characteristic of being free in play, together with the essential 

characteristic of being controlled in games, can variously become contradictory.

Where Games Are Privileged Over Play

The control of a game can become contradicted by the freedom of play when the 

penchant of play for free unseriousness grants moral allowance for jokers in play to find their 

amusement in contradicting and subverting the control of a game, consequently also 

contradicting and subverting whatever attendant values which might be communicated by the 

game. A joker is meant here to refer to an individual who, for their own inconsiderate 

amusement, subverts the control of something, which in our case is the control of a game and 

therefore whatever might be attendant to or communicated by this game. Joking is strongly 

connected to, and can be emboldened by, born from, or even basically synonymous to, play. To 

play means to be free, including being free from something, and being free from something can 

include being free from taking something seriously. Play is indeed often seen by itself as an 

activity free from seriousness, or is even seen outrightly as unseriousness itself, a meaning 

reflected in the common expression “Stop playing around”, which means to demand that 

someone stop behaving unseriously. The penchant of play for free unseriousness can 

consequently be inconsiderate and disrespectful towards things rather calling for some serious 
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consideration and respect. A game is such an activity, always requiring at least enough serious 

consideration and respect that those occupied by it obey its control, including especially its 

regulations, obstacles, and goals. If there is not enough serious consideration and respect for the 

control of a game, just enough so that it is basically obeyed, then arguably the game cannot even 

be said to exist as a voluntary activity. Without a basic obeyed seriousness and respect for the 

control of a game, then the motivations to continue to obey and be occupied by the game are no 

longer intrinsic motivations of voluntary freedom, but instead can only be extrinsic motivations, 

such as outside authority, responsibility, and control, like a referee, or an educational obligation 

to obtain gym course credit, or a patch (a patch here means a mandatory update for a computer 

game, to correct coding errors, bugs and glitches, being exploited by jokers and cheaters). 

Without enough serious consideration and respect for a game, those occupied by the game may 

look to find other reasons to play it, including reasons to play the game which are not to the 

benefit of the game itself, nor to the benefit of whatever values the game may communicate and 

effect. One reason to play a game, a reason which remains intrinsic and free yet is not to the 

benefit of the game nor to the benefit of whatever values the game may communicate, is to play 

the game towards finding amusement in contradicting the game and its control—such players are

jokers.

Joking is strongly connected with play. The expressions just joking and just playing are 

regularly thought of as synonymous. In fact, the English word joke shares its etymology with the 

French word jeu, and jeu is regularly translated into English as play. With the moral allowance 

granted by the penchant of play for free unseriousness, the moral allowance to take the serious 

rather unseriously, a joker in play can thereby without compunction locate their unserious and 

subversive amusement in contradicting the control of a game, by enjoying the reactions of 
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surprise from those who take the game and its control seriously, from those who are instead 

finding that the game and its control are rather not being taken seriously enough or at all, that the

game and its control are rather being contradicted and subverted as a joke. It might be thought 

that there are not many jokers in this world, or that the impulse to joke is not all that strong, and 

so it might be thought that the threat of a joker in play is not that substantive for games, let alone 

for life in general. Joking that manifests as something negative is difficult if not impossible to 

judge quantitatively, either in games or more generally in society, it is temperamental, 

subjective, cultural, and dependent upon the zeitgeist. But here are a few cursory words and 

reasons to think that the prevalence and danger of joking might be prevalent, and could be a 

threat to certain social structures and controls, including games. To be “just joking” can be an 

honestly good reason for why something should not be taken seriously, or it can also often be a 

cover to communicate something that is inappropriately being made light of; it is often difficult 

to judge at face value. We spoke about the cultural commodity of hockey in Canada, but Canada 

also possesses and exports the exceedingly popular cultural commodity of Just for Laughs: Gags,

a comedy show that plays pranks to unsuspecting people, usually on the streets of Montréal. The 

phenomenon of pranking has spread because of video technology and social media, and the 

popular meme of “it’s just a prank, bro” has gone viral to imitate what pranksters typically say 

when their victims violently react to being made the butt. Trolling also has taken off thanks to 

social media, which regularly takes the form of arguing the opposite of what someone is saying 

only in order to get a rouse from them. Many online multiplayer video games suffer from 

epidemics of cheaters, pranksters and trolls. And of the most popular characters in film and 

television today is The Joker from the Batman franchise. Lambasting politicians of all stripes, no

matter how personal it is for the politician, is common throughout comedy and considered fair. 
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Although it may seem there is not much joking in sport per se, this is probably because sport is 

taken so seriously in and of itself.

Those who find themselves occupied by a game ideally do so because they enjoy being 

so occupied, because they enjoy the game for its own sake. But it can happen that those occupied

in a game are not there for the sake of the game itself, but instead are there only for the sake of 

playing the game, which, in the sense of a joker, would mean to engage with the game in a way 

that contradicts and subverts the game for the sake of the joker’s own, freely unserious and 

inconsiderate, amusement. The joker in this sense is playing as they will, and it only happens that

they are playing a game. Play in this sense has the same meaning as when it might be said “He 

played the system”, or “That guy got played”, meaning the control and authority of the system 

and that guy were not taken seriously and were contradicted, were made a joke of and duped. In 

order to appreciate how the freedom of play can be a source of subversive, inconsiderate 

amusement for a joker, the emphasis should be on the origin of the joker’s attitude in the 

penchant of play for intrinsically free unseriousness. There should be less of an emphasis on how

the behaviour of a joker can often happen at the expense of games and those occupied by them, 

which is an incidental consequence that is extrinsic to the play of the joker. In other words, while

jokers can be considered as selfish and inconsiderate players, they should not necessarily be seen

as malicious, which, although joking can incidentally happen to harm others, is characteristic of 

an outward, malicious motivation that is unconnected to play per se.

To be sure, the penchant attitude of play for free unseriousness does not necessarily lead 

to the contradiction and subversion of the control of a game. However, this unseriousness can 

readily manifest the potential for such contradiction and subversion to occur; that is, the 

penchant of play for free unseriousness can manifest moral allowance for a joker in play to find 
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their amusement in contradicting and subverting a game, inconsiderate of those rather seriously 

occupied by and in observance of the control of a game. In this way, it is therefore ultimately a 

manner of amusement which comes to contradict and subvert the control of a game, a manner of 

amusement which is a readily potential manifestation of the freedom of play. Now, consider 

what the conservative philosopher Roger Scruton writes about amusement, including laughter 

and humour, seeing it as a feeling of superiority over others: “If people dislike being laughed at it

is surely because laughter de-values its object in the subject’s eyes”.114 Even though amusement 

brings good pleasure to those who feel it, amusement can often, if not most often or even always,

be destructive and harmful for those who find themselves as its object. This is to say that 

amusement can certainly be harmful and destructive, at the very least for the object of 

amusement, and therefore, insofar as play is amusing, so too can play be harmful and destructive.

With this said, to again be sure, there is a distinction to be made between play, which, while 

having the potential to manifest towards amusement, including amusement that is harmful, is not 

necessarily connected to amusement. In other words, although play might manifest in service of 

something harmful, especially when it is towards the amusement of a joker, this does not 

necessarily need to be the case. However, at this particular point of our applied analysis, we 

indeed are considering play according to how it can potentially manifest as harmful and 

destructive.

Consider along with all this that a game can communicate values seen as good. In such 

cases, for games to become contradicted is not only for the game itself to become contradicted, 

but also consequently for whatever attendant values that the game might communicate to become

contradicted. Let us illustrate all this in terms of the everyday scenario of playing a game of 

114Roger Scruton, “Laughter”, in The Philosophy of Laughter and Humor, ed. John 
Morreall (Albany, NY: SUNY, 1987), p. 168.
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hockey. Hockey is a sport, meaning a kind of game which incidentally tends to have certain 

additional characteristics; sports are typically more intense than games, and call for such things 

as greater skill, physicality, a wider global following, politicization, a level of stability in their 

organization and institutionalisation, etcetera. Sports can assist some of our illustrations here 

because, more so than do the characteristics of just any game, the characteristics of sport, or the 

characteristics of sport as they appear in games more generally, tend to exemplify those aspects 

of games often seen as valuable. One value often thought to come out of sport is physical 

exercise, fitness and health. But this is hardly the case with the sedentary nature of many kinds of

games, such as board games, card games, and video games. Therefore nevermind the value of 

physical exercise, and consider a value more universally attendant to both games and sport; this 

is the social value of bringing people together, of togetherness. Indeed, as we saw in section II, 

the etymological origin of the English term “game” may come from a proto-Germanic compound

of the prefix ga-, meaning collective, and mann, which has the same meaning as the English term

“man”, meaning mankind or people.115 And so a game etymologically denotes a concept of 

people together, of togetherness. A game of charades or of Monopoly™, for example, is 

commonly seen as valuable for bringing family and friends together. Togetherness is arguably 

the most prevalent value in games and sports, with the exception of a few, seemingly more 

individualistic games (seemingly, because supposedly solitary games perhaps provide a 

simulated sense of togetherness), such as solitaire or Tetris™.116 And the togetherness of sport 

115Dictionary of Word Origins, paperback edition (Indianapolis, IN: Richard Clay Ltd., 
1994), s.v. “game”.

116For example, the feeling of togetherness is a theme throughout one of the latest 
iterations of Tetris (a “single-player”, tile-matching video game with the controlled goal being to
position various dropping tetrominos into horizontal lines), Tetris Effect™, a critically acclaimed
video game mixing the traditional, supposedly solitary, game of Tetris with various concomitant,
musical audio-visuals evoking a sense of worldly, cosmic, natural, and multiethnic togetherness. 
Song lyrics make this sense of togetherness explicit in a number of levels, including the first 
level which sings, “It’s all connected, we’re all connected in this life”, a song which also features
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can be even more heightened, more serious and significant, over games in general, since sports 

have greater power to effect this value, and to effect in general, owing to their much more highly 

organised, institutionalised, and politicized nature.

It is certainly the case that people are brought together in the particular sport of hockey, 

literally, metaphorically, and otherwise. The organisation, institutionalisation, and politicization 

of hockey, of bringing people together in and with hockey, is especially pronounced in the 

Canadian context from which I write this thesis, where just about every community of a modest 

population has a hockey arena, teams for different age groups, and leagues that compete with 

neighbouring communities. Indeed, the game of hockey is arguably the greatest icon and tether, 

the lingua franca, for Canada's otherwise hodgepodge national identity. It could be that for 

Canada to lose this game as such, or to lose at it, would be for Canada to lose itself. The Summit 

Series,117 The Great One and his move to the US,118 examples like these and others illustrate the 

high significance hockey has for the Canadian identity. To highlight the particular social 

significance of hockey in Canada, consider how an image of children occupied in hockey on a 

frozen pond has been featured on the Canadian five-dollar note for over a decade, along with the 

following words taken from one of the most iconic works of Canadian literature, The Hockey 

Sweater: “We lived in three places—the school, the church and the skating rink—but our real life

was on the skating rink”.119 In an iconic animated film based on this popular book, a boy is seen 

in the official trailer for the game: <https://youtu.be/Mr8fVT_Ds4Q>. | Tetris Effect, produced 
by Tetsuya Mizuguchi, music composed by Noboru Mutoh (Monstars Resonair, 2018), video 
game.

117For some details and significance on the Summit Series, see Steve Paikin, “The Goal 
That Changed Canada” (TVO: The Agenda, 2012), online <https://youtu.be/ZPMu5e_8_Hk>.

118It is rightly possible that the tears of The Great One, Wayne Gretzky, at the infamous 
press conference announcing his move, from Edmonton in Canada to LA in the US, were 
inspired by the weight of this move on Canadian national significance. See, Wayne Gretzky via 
the LA Kings YouTube channel, “8/9/88 - Gretzky Press Conference (Full)”, 09 August 1988, 
Edmonton, video, 5m:58s, online <https://youtu.be/xoz3HXDHPjU>.

119Bank of Canada, Canadian Journey Series (2001-2006), 

https://youtu.be/xoz3HXDHPjU
https://youtu.be/ZPMu5e_8_Hk
https://youtu.be/Mr8fVT_Ds4Q
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praying in his small-town church, when a ghostly apparition is seen to materialize in a cloud or 

thought-bubble above him—it is the Captain of the Montréal Canadiens, Maurice “Rocket” 

Richard.120 As an elder, the author of this biographical childhood tale was visiting a school in the 

United Arab Emirates, fielding questions from an audience of children who had just watched the 

short film. Regarding this scene, one child asked, “Sir, at the end of the film, the man in the 

cloud, is it your god?” The author replied simply, smiling, “Yes”.121 Consider also the possibility 

that the formal 1994 designation of hockey as the national sport of Canada was done as a means 

to quell, apparently successfully, the separationist sentiment growing out of Quebec and which 

ballooned into the referendum of 1995.122 This is all to say that the significance of hockey in 

Canada is of religious and mythic proportions. It is variously evident that hockey in Canada 

brings about togetherness, including socially and nationally, and that much of the people and 

identity of Canada resides in the togetherness of this game. Now might be a good time to add 

that arguments which deny the significance of games, especially with such common arguments 

as “It’s just a game”, are not just wrong on the face of it, but extraordinarily wrong in the case of 

hockey in Canada. A game can be much more than just a game, like the Bible is much more than 

just a book, and like the Queen is much more than just a person. Games can be seen to 

communicate significant values, including the value of togetherness, which in the unique case of 

hockey in Canada is an especially powerful, significant, and patriotic value that is bringing and 

holding the nation and its communities together according to an affiliate love and camaraderie 

for the game.

<https://www.bankofcanada.ca/banknotes/bank-note-series/canadian-journey/>.
120The Sweater, directed by Sheldon Cohen (Montréal, QC: National Film Board, 1980),

film, available online <https://youtu.be/ZZyDsF-Gp3o>.
121This anecdote is taken from Sean Fitz-Gerald, Before the Lights Go Out: A Season 

Inside a Game on the Brink. Canada: McLelland & Stewart, 2019, p. 124.
122This insight is taken from Sean Fitz-Gerald, Before the Lights Go Out, p. 123.

https://youtu.be/ZZyDsF-Gp3o
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/banknotes/bank-note-series/canadian-journey/
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To illustrate in action the contradiction of the control of a game by the freedom of play, 

say that a hockey goalie does not try to stop a shot on his team's net, and instead spins a pirouette

as the puck slides past him or her and into the net. And say that they did this pirouette, not 

necessarily for any amusement involving the pirouette itself, but for their own inconsiderate 

amusement in contradicting and subverting the control of the game, perhaps also including for 

their own amusement in contradicting and subverting those who rather take the game seriously 

but who are now surprised to see it being unseriously treated as a joke. Because the joker’s 

formal teammates would like to continue to be occupied by the game, but cannot since it is not 

being taken seriously enough or obeyed by the joker, and because they are likely offended at this 

subversive and unserious behaviour, they reproach the joker. They might, ironically, tell the 

joker to stop playing around; ironic because, while this would be an accurate statement if play is 

taken to mean freedom from seriousness, which is indeed what is happening in this scenario, it 

would be a rather inaccurate statement in the sense where play means free, voluntary 

engagement in support of the game, which is not what is happening with the joker in this 

scenario. Under reproach, the typical response of a joker might be that “It’s just a game”, 

meaning games are not things that should be taken so seriously, or should not be taken seriously 

at all. Such a response is not really even an argument, since it is not an appeal to any reason, but 

only a, quite circular and tautological (“It just is what it is”), appeal to an emotion, or more 

accurately an appeal to an attitude of non-emotion, to an attitude of playful unseriousness (move 

this?) (unclear). (bring down from above and merge) 

In such a scenario, the goalie could be said to be playing the game in the sense that they 

are freely, voluntarily engaging themselves in the game. But if the goalie-player is a joker, then 

their free voluntary engagement could be occurring not in respect of the game, but rather towards
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their own amusement in contradicting the game, and in contradicting those who happen to be 

seriously occupied by the game. This can also consequently contradict whatever values the game

might communicate, which in the case of Canadian ice hockey can be social and national values 

of togetherness. These values are being communicated to those actively occupied by the game, 

but also to those who are occupied by the game in observance, as spectators. Say that a group of 

school children are among those in observance, each of which has been provided a copy of The 

Hockey Sweater ((footnote, this has happened, look at lights out book)), and who have been 

brought to observe this game towards having its values communicated to them, towards 

becoming educated, familiarized and incorporated, into this Canadian togetherness. For the 

children to see the game being played in this way, being made fun of by a joker, would 

communicate a contradictory message to them. It would communicate that, although they have 

been brought into observance towards seriously respecting and appreciating the game, the game 

is apparently merely performative, and whatever significance it carries, whatever sense of 

togetherness it communicates, does not at bottom really have to be taken seriously, and is really 

just a laughable joke.

The manner of contradictory-ness between the freedom of play and the control of games 

described above can altogether be summarized as follows. The freedom of play can manifest as a

freedom from taking the control of a game seriously, granting moral allowance for a joker to find

their amusement in contradicting a game, without compunction, and in so doing to also 

consequently contradict whatever values that might be communicated by this game.

Let us return to the moment of offense in this scenario, where the goalie performs an 

unserious and joking pirouette. While this moment exemplifies the contradiction of the control of

games by the freedom of play, it is perhaps too cartoonish and unrealistic. It is difficult to 
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realistically imagine a player so egregiously and overtly offending the sport of hockey, especially

as they are occupied by it. To be sure, the logic behind this scenario stands. It is only unrealistic 

with respect to how seriously this sport is taken, and how outrageous it would actually be to dare 

offend against this game, because it is taken so very seriously. This unlikeliness indeed further 

exemplifies just how much at odds play and games can be, insofar as play by itself is typically 

associated with unseriousness, and insofar as games, and especially sport, are by themselves to 

the contrary typically associated with seriousness. The scenario can be more realistically 

imagined by simply modifying the amusing contradiction of the joker to a behaviour that is at 

bottom effectively identical but more subdued. Say that the hockey-game-player makes a sly, 

funny face during the preliminary national anthem to the game, or sarcastically rolls their eyes at 

a motivational speech from the coach, or pantomimes a mock impersonation of a teammate who 

is rather taking the game seriously, etcetera. These actions too could be the behaviours of a joker 

playing a game. Or we could instead imagine the scenario less in terms of sports, which are 

usually taken quite seriously, and imagine it more in terms of games, which are usually taken 

only somewhat seriously. Say, instead of hockey, that friends and family have gathered together 

for a game of Monopoly, where one of the players is a joker who makes up the regulations of the

game to a new player, in order to play a prank on the new player and make fun of them. Say this 

joking prank is in contradiction to the control of the game, and contravenes its regulations. It 

could happen that the player who is the object of the joker's prank takes it all in good humour, 

and so the feelings of togetherness are not harmed, and may even be increased (humour that 

devalues can often be good; deprecating humour, for example, can help make people feel equal, 

by bringing the seriousness or authority of certain individuals down). But this good consequence 

of the joking prank is because the feelings of togetherness happened to have come from 
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somewhere other than the game; they came from the joking prank, not the game. Regardless, it 

remains that the control of the game, including its regulations, have been contradicted by this 

prank, as have been those feelings of togetherness which occur through the game. It is uncertain 

whether the togetherness which might come about from friendly joking is greater than the 

togetherness which typically comes about from a game. It could well happen that the player who 

is the object of the joke does not take it in good humour, in which case no feelings of 

togetherness brought about by the “friendly” joke can redeem the behaviour of the joker, beyond 

whatever feelings of amusement the joker alone might selfishly receive. Regardless of the 

scenario, be it involving either a quite serious sport or an only somewhat serious board game, the

basic logic remains the same. In either case, the game and its control can become contradicted by

a freedom of play which manifests towards the freely unserious and perhaps subversive 

amusement of a joker, which can consequently also contradict the values being communicated by

the game, such as the value of togetherness. To be sure, in this scenario, the control of a game 

has not been contradicted by the freedom of play because of good, cool reasonings thoughtfully 

bringing games and their values into question (this is more the case for some of our later 

scenarios), but rather because of the inconsiderate, self-interested, excited, mischievous attitude 

of a joker in search of the subversive contradictions which amuse them, and who are given moral

allowance to so contradict things by the regular penchant of play for free unseriousness.

We have seen how the control of a game can be contradicted by the freedom of play, in 

the case where the freedom of play manifests as a free unseriousness granting moral allowance 

for a joker to find their amusement in contradicting and subverting the serious control of a game, 

and consequently also contradicting and subverting any of the attendant values that might be 

communicated by the game, such as the value of togetherness. The source of all this 
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contradiction was the freedom of play. However, the outcome might have been complimentary, 

not contradictory, if the serious control of the game rather reasserted itself over the freedom of 

play, keeping the freedom of play, and its potentially contradictory manifestations, such as 

joking, in balance and in check. Such a dynamic can be seen expressed by the thinker Roger 

Caillois, looked at in section II, who has also identified the conceptual distinction being made 

here between play and games, but who does not use the English terms play and games (naturally,

because he is not originally writing in English), instead referring to this distinction as being 

between the inclinations of what he calls paidia and ludus. As we saw in section II, these 

inclinations line up with the distinction and categories being made here, where play is free and 

games are controlled. Caillois describes ludus as “complementary to and a refinement of paidia, 

which it disciplines and enriches”.123 Put more simply and in other words, the orderly control of a

game can temper the chaotic freedom of play. And so, in the case where the inclination of the 

freedom of play turns towards the unserious and subversive amusement of a joker, especially 

when this occurs in a way that contradicts the game and its attendant values, then a remedy for 

maintaining the integrity of a game is for the control of the game to reassert itself over and above

the freedom of play, to temper, to keep in balance and in check the joking excesses of the 

freedom of play.

We can illustrate this dynamic in terms of the scenario already used, the scenario of a 

hockey game being contradicted by a joker. Only this time we will go further to imagine that, in 

the face of its becoming contradicted, the control of the game reasserts itself over and subdues 

this manner of free, joking play, allowing for the control of the game to rather be respected and 

taken seriously enough to continue, and in turn also rather allowing for the value of togetherness 

that the game communicates to continue. In the scenario of the goalie jokingly performing a 

123Caillois, Man, Play and Games, p. 29.
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pirouette that allows a shot on net to get by, we can well imagine a prompt reproach from all 

those occupied and observing the game—teammates would become irate, spectators would jeer, 

the referee would interject—with the goalie being quickly pulled from the ice and penalized and 

replaced for such joking play. Still even in the more realistic, subdued scenarios—where a joking

player makes a sly, funny face during the game’s preliminary national anthem, or sarcastically 

rolls their eyes at a motivational speech from the coach, or pantomimes a mock impersonation of

a teammate taking the game seriously, etcetera—we can imagine it would likewise happen that 

all those other teammates, seriously occupied by and observing the control of the game, would 

reproach, penalize, and/or remove the joker from the game.

Because the seriousness of the sport of hockey tends to weigh so much more than the 

unseriousness of a joker, it again helps to more realistically imagine the basic dynamic of this 

scenario according to a scenario instead involving less seriously taken games. Say that a gathered

group of family and friends are occupied in the popular board game of Monopoly, and that the 

ultimate aim in their being so occupied is to foster the togetherness that this game can 

communicate and effect. However, we can also imagine one member of the family or friends is a

joker who would locate their amusement in contradicting the control of the game, including also 

everyone's occupation by and observance of it. Monopoly is notorious for being contradicted 

through cheating, usually towards winning, but in this case the contradiction of the game is not 

occurring in order to win, or in order to be victorious over everyone else occupied by the game, 

or what have you, but because the freedom of play from at least one player is manifesting as a 

freedom from taking the control of the game seriously, granting this player moral allowance to 

find amusement in contradicting the game and in contradiction all those others who happen to be 

seriously occupied by it. We can imagine that the joker tells a family member or friend, who is a 
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newcomer not familiar with the regulations and goals of the game, things that are actually not 

true. The newcomer might be told a regulation that is made up, one which somehow makes an 

amusing fool of the newcomer. For example, the newcomer might be falsely told by the joker 

that they have to pay a penalty to everyone else in the game for landing on a certain space on the 

board. We can imagine that everyone else occupied by the game, and not just the joker, find 

amusement in witnessing the newcomer play the game foolishly and improperly; they may well 

go along with the joke, especially if it does not directly put themselves at a disadvantage in the 

game. Again, as with our scenario of hockey, we can imagine that the butt of this joke, and/or the

other people occupied by the game, do not find amusement in it, and may actually find that it has

ruined the game itself, and even the spirit of togetherness that the game provides. Players should 

put themselves under control of the game, and take it just seriously enough so that the values of 

the game can be communicated, such as the feelings of togetherness that the game can bring. In 

the above illustrations, play and games become contradictory in ways which privilege games.

Where Play is Privileged Over Games

The freedom in play can be contradicted by the control in games in the case where play is

classified as a right, but where this freedom is merely spoken to with lip-service, or is unduly 

confused with the control in games. Play is in fact being classified as a right, according to article 

31 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (hereafter: Convention) from the United Nations 

(hereafter: UN). The Government of Canada, along with a number of other member nations, is a 

signatory to this convention, and it is this classification of play as a right with which the well-
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funded,124 politically supported,125 Toronto-based Right to Play organisation shares its namesake 

and global mandate.126 However, instead of play being ultimately treated as an activity of 

freedom, this right to play can instead manifest as a “right” to game or to be gamed, a supposed 

“right” to be controlled according to some extrinsic, governmentally mandated and 

organizationally controlled activity. In this way, the control of games would put the freedom of 

play into contradiction.

Article 31 and its right to play reads as follows:

1. States Parties recognize the right of the child to rest and leisure, to engage in play and 
recreational activities appropriate to the age of the child and to participate freely in 
cultural life and the arts.

2. States Parties shall respect and promote the right of the child to participate fully in 
cultural and artistic life and shall encourage the provision of appropriate and equal 
opportunities for cultural, artistic, recreational and leisure activity.127

124Since its founding, and as of this writing, Right to Play has received roughly forty 
million dollars from the Canadian federal government alone (this does not include the much 
larger total revenue of Right to Play that includes individual and corporate donations), according 
to calculations made by summing up each individual disbursement for each individual Right to 
Play project listed on the Government of Canada project browser: Government of Canada 
disbursements, Right to Play (identifier: CA-CRA_ACR-3888804218), including project profiles
CA-3-D000763001 ($54,054 in 2015), CA-3-D000893001 ($9,614,927 between 2016-2018), 
CA-3-S063739PRG ($19,900,000 between 2007-2014), and CA-3-D000328001 ($10,000,000 
between 2014-2018). Online, <http://w05.international.gc.ca/projectbrowser-
banqueprojets/filter-filtre>.

125For example, during a visit to Africa in 2016, the newly elected Canadian Prime 
Minister, Justin Trudeau, visited a school in Liberia to oversee the progress of a Right to Play 
program, according to a press release, “Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau Visits Liberian 
School, Transformed Through Canada-funded Play-Based Learning Project”, Newswire.ca (24 
November 2016). Online, <https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/canadian-prime-minister-
justin-trudeau-visits-liberian-school-transformed-through-canada-funded-play-based-learning-
project-602934466.html>; and again, during another visit to Africa following his reelection in 
2019, Trudeau oversaw Right to Play programs in Senegal, according to a press release, 
“Government of Canada Announces New Collaboration With Right to Play to in Senegal”, The 
Right to Play (Feb. 13, 2020). Online, <https://www.righttoplay.ca/en-ca/national-
offices/national-office-canada/whats-new/government-of-canada-announces-new-collaboration-
with-right-to-play-in-senegal/>.

126righttoplay.ca
127United Nations, “Convention on the Rights of the Child”. Treaty Series 1577 

https://www.righttoplay.ca/
https://www.righttoplay.ca/en-ca/national-offices/national-office-canada/whats-new/government-of-canada-announces-new-collaboration-with-right-to-play-in-senegal/
https://www.righttoplay.ca/en-ca/national-offices/national-office-canada/whats-new/government-of-canada-announces-new-collaboration-with-right-to-play-in-senegal/
https://www.righttoplay.ca/en-ca/national-offices/national-office-canada/whats-new/government-of-canada-announces-new-collaboration-with-right-to-play-in-senegal/
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/canadian-prime-minister-justin-trudeau-visits-liberian-school-transformed-through-canada-funded-play-based-learning-project-602934466.html
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/canadian-prime-minister-justin-trudeau-visits-liberian-school-transformed-through-canada-funded-play-based-learning-project-602934466.html
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/canadian-prime-minister-justin-trudeau-visits-liberian-school-transformed-through-canada-funded-play-based-learning-project-602934466.html
http://w05.international.gc.ca/projectbrowser-banqueprojets/filter-filtre
http://w05.international.gc.ca/projectbrowser-banqueprojets/filter-filtre
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While article 31 contains a variety of terms, we are particularly interested in how it reflects the 

concepts of play and games. We will first examine what the UN means by play. Then we will 

examine what the UN means by games, which, as we will see, while not explicitly stated in 

article 31 itself, is found (according to the Convention’s ancillary literatures) couched within the 

concept of recreational activities.128 Although UN policy is quite clear at a number of points in 

their ancillary literatures that play is an activity of freedom, this becomes confused when play is 

also described in close association with games, or more specifically games classified as 

recreational activities, such that the freedom in play becomes contradicted, deemphasized or lost,

and instead implemented in terms of what is its opposite, controlled games. Play appears stated 

only once between article 31.1 and 31.2, block-quoted above, and, at the one point where it is 

stated, it is in immediate proximity to recreational activities. Recreation is stated in both 31.1 and

31.2., and games are classified by the UN as recreational activities. The twice-stated recreational 

activities, over the only once-stated play, is our first indication that the priority of the UN is more

so about recreational activities, including games, than it is about play per se.

The UN does indeed variously, and quite clearly, describe play as freedom. They firstly 

classify all of the key terms of article 31, including play, as being “all about not working”.129 But 

they offer little by way of a precise definition for what is meant by work. And they contradict 

(November, 1989), art. 31.
128This examination of what the UN means by play, on their own terms, is informed by 

the following ancillary literatures: Rachel Hodgkin, Peter Newell, et al., Implementation 
Handbook for the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Fully Revised 3rd edition. Geneva 
(2007): UNICEF; Committee on the Rights of the Child, “General comment no. 17 (17 April 
2013) on the right of the child to rest, leisure, play, recreational activities, cultural life and the 
arts (art. 31)”, CRC/C/GC/17; Canada’s initial (1994), second (2003), third & fourth (combined, 
2007) periodic reports to the Committee for the Convention on the Rights of the Child, available 
on the UNICEF website. Online, <https://www.unicef.ca/en/policy-advocacy-for-
children/canada%E2%80%99s-reports>.

129Hodgkin, et al., Implementation Handbook, p. 469. | “The words ‘rest’, ‘leisure’, 
‘play’, and ‘recreational activities’ … are all about not working”.

https://www.unicef.ca/en/policy-advocacy-for-children/canada%E2%80%99s-reports
https://www.unicef.ca/en/policy-advocacy-for-children/canada%E2%80%99s-reports
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themselves elsewhere when, as we will see shortly, they define recreational activities as activities

which can at the same time rather be described as work. Play is described by the UN as 

“arguably the most interesting [of all the terms of article 31] in terms of childhood, in that it 

includes activities of children which are not controlled by adults and which do not necessarily 

conform to any rules”.130 Children are entitled to the kind of play “which appears purposeless to 

others”,131 and that is “unstructured and free from adult direction (although it may be facilitated 

and overseen by adults)”.132 The UN figures that play has not been given priority by many 

countries because of its “haphazard, anarchic nature”; haphazard and anarchic are words which 

can be seen describing the freedom of play, albeit in a poor light. From this, the UN then goes on

to counter this poor view of the freedom in play, and rather presents play in a rich light, pointing 

out some of the benefits of play, especially with respect to how this freedom might be variously 

good for a number of social goods.133 Play is perhaps described at its most free by the UN when 

they write that “Children’s play is any behaviour, activity or process initiated, controlled and 

structured by children themselves; it takes place whenever and wherever opportunities arise”.134 

With all this, it is quite clear that the UN, at least in terms of their policy, appreciate that play 

itself is indeed essentially an activity of freedom, and should more or less be valued as such.

However, although the UN largely seems to believe in play as an essentially free activity,

130Hodgkin, et al., Implementation Handbook, p. 469.
131Hodgkin, et al., Implementation Handbook, p. 470.
132Hodgkin, et al., Implementation Handbook, p. 471.
133Hodgkin, et al., Implementation Handbook, p. 472. | “Few countries give adequate 

priority to children’s right to ‘play’. The haphazard, anarchic nature of play contributes nothing 
obvious to the nation’s economy or international profile. However, play does contribute a great 
deal to children’s physical and psychological health … many social skills, such as negotiation, 
sharing and self-control, are gained through unsupervised play with other children … [play is 
essential] for ‘exercising their bodies’ ”.

134Committee on the Rights of the Child, “General comment no. 17 (17 April 2013) on 
the right of the child to rest, leisure, play, recreational activities, cultural life and the arts (art. 
31)”, CRC/C/GC/17.
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they can at points rather be seen focused not so much on the freedom in play as such, but instead 

on the ends and values which can be produced outside of play. It is at this point, where play is 

seen more according to some purpose or value that is outside of itself, that the activity in 

question becomes less like play per se, less like an activity that is essentially free, and more like 

a game, since the more something is brought towards particular ends, the more it must be made 

unfree, pinned down, directed and controlled. The UN is after all a governmental body, and as 

such we should strike a skeptical attitude about whether it is really advocating play for the sake 

of play itself, as a free activity, including play considered as an activity which is essentially free 

from governance, from control extrinsic to the play activity itself.

With respect to games, while the UN expressly includes play as a right in article 31, it 

does not expressly include games here. But games are classified by the UN as “recreational 

activities”,135 and recreational activities are indeed expressly included in article 31, right 

alongside play. Games are therefore implicit within article 31, insofar as they are being thought 

of by the UN as couched within the concept of recreational activities. Recreational activities are 

defined as “the whole range of activities undertaken by choice for the purpose of pleasure 

(including a number which can simultaneously be termed work, such as sports, [etcetera])”.136 

This means that, although all of the terms of article 31 are classified as being all about not 

working, there is an exception with recreational activities. Recreational activities are also 

elsewhere defined by the UN as “activities or experiences, chosen voluntarily by the child, either

because of the immediate satisfaction provided or because he or she perceives that some personal

135See, Hodgkin, et al., Implementation Handbook, p. 473. | “Children’s recreational 
activities tend to be similar to adult recreational pursuits—sports, games, films, crafts and so 
forth”. Also see, Committee on the Rights of the Child, “General comment no. 17 (17 April 
2013) on the right of the child to rest, leisure, play, recreational activities, cultural life and the 
arts (art. 31)”, CRC/C/GC/17, §IV, para. 1, subsection (d). | “Recreation is an umbrella term used
to describe a very broad range of activities, including … sports, games …”.

136Hodgkin, et al., Implementation Handbook, p. 469.
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or social value will be gained”.137 This definition is nearly identical to what we might expect for 

a definition of play, except for one difference. Unlike play, this definition of recreational 

activities means that they are rather seen as activities which can work towards some social value.

Both these definitions indicate that recreational activities are being thought of by the UN as work

activities, and/or activities that can work to achieve some social purpose. This is quite to the 

contrary of most conceptions of play, and even how the UN themselves have defined play, as an 

activity all about not working and in and of itself purposeless. And it is contrary in ways that are 

not unlike how games are to the contrary of play. In order for recreational activities to work, and 

in order for them to be useful towards certain social values, they must to some extent be 

controlled, like a game. Nevertheless, despite these quite stark differences between play and 

recreational activities, which are not unlike the stark distinction we are highlighting between play

and games, play and recreational activities are brought together without a separating Oxford 

comma in article 31, as “play and recreational activities”. It seems that these quite different, if 

not outright contradictory, concepts are meant to be taken together, perhaps as more or less 

interchangeable, and that their distinction is not seen as all that significant.

Consider the following explanation for why the UN, as a governmental organization, 

might want to associate play with recreation. The term recreation has its etymological origin in 

the Latin recreāre, a compounding of re-, literally meaning again, and creātus, literally meaning 

to create or to cause to grow, and -tion, of course meaning to be in the state thereof, altogether 

giving the meaning of renewing a state of “refreshment, nourishment”,138 or, in other words, 

renewing a state of “recovery from illness”.139 In its original usage, the term recreation indicates 

137UN, “General comment No. 17”, §IV, para. 1, subsection (d).
138The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology, ed. C. T. Onions (Oxford, UK: Oxford 

UP, 1966), s.v. “recreate”.
139An Etymological Dictionary of the English Language, ed. Walter W. Skeat (Mineola, 

NY: Dover, [1910] 2005), s.v. “recreation”.
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physical health, which tends to line up more with what the UN means by rest, as “the basic 

necessities of physical or mental relaxation and sleep”.140 But it is today no longer meant so 

much in the physical sense of the term. The term recreation is commonly seen, at least in North 

America, with reference to a particular governmental body in the United States, the US National 

Recreation and Parks Association. A history book, titled A History of Children’s Play and Play 

Environments, details some of the thinking behind the naming of this institution.141 Originally 

there was the Playground Association of America, an organisation formed in 1906.142 This 

organisation defines play as “what we do when we are free to do what we will [involving] an 

attitude which may pervade every activity”.143 The first thing to notice, for our purposes, is that 

the foremost quality of this definition of play is freedom. Many in this organisation wanted to 

broaden their mandate to more include adulthood, and felt that the word play is rather too much 

associated with childhood. So the term recreation was included, and the organisation renamed as 

the Playground and Recreation Association of America, with recreation defined as “the present-

day organized movement to provide community-wide facilities and activities for children and 

adults”,144 which indeed makes organized community and social ends the foremost quality to be 

associated with recreation. Their constitution was revised, and their journal renamed simply to 

Recreation. This set in motion for this organisation a shift away from play, towards more of an 

emphasis on recreation, a shift furthered along by removing the word play from their title 

140Hodgkin, et al., Implementation Handbook, p. 469.
141Joe L. Frost, A History of Children’s Play and Play Environments (New York, NY: 

Routledge, 2010).
142Interestingly, this organisation has developed and inspired college and university 

courses offered throughout the US specialising in play and pedagogy. Frost considers their 
seminal efforts to be a major part of what he calls the play positive movement.

143Playground and Recreation Association of America, The normal course in play (New 
York: The Association, 1925), as quoted in Joe L. Frost, A History of Children’s Play and Play 
Environments (New York, NY: Routledge, 2010), p. 106.

144Playground and Recreation Association of America, The normal course in play, as 
quoted in Joe L. Frost, A History of Children’s Play and Play Environments, p. 106.
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entirely and again renaming themselves, this time as the National Recreation Association. Taking

their cue from this shift in focus and mindset, in 1966 several branches of the US government 

merged to form what is now known as the US National Recreation and Parks Association. One 

reason this name is peculiar is that play, with its foremost associated quality of freedom, might 

be a more appropriately descriptive term for something involving the free wilderness of nature, 

more so than the concept of recreation and its foremost associated quality of a human community

working towards some social value.145

The above history indicates a shift in focus from play to recreation in order to be more 

inclusive of adulthood, and to indicate a preference for activities which have particular social 

usefulness. This shift could conceivably have been from a want of the US government to frame 

their purview less in terms of individual freedom in the wild, which does not so much necessitate

government oversight, and instead more in terms of civil community in nature. This history 

reflects what recreation has currently come to mean. Activities originally thought of as play, such

as playing outside, are instead classified as recreational as they came under the control of 

government. And so, with both the terms of play and recreation, article 31 is apparently saying 

that there is at the same time a right to be free, including being free from work and purpose, and 

yet at the same time there is a right to be occupied by activities which can simultaneously be 

classified as work and socially useful—this is rather contradictory.

With some of the formal policy surrounding the right to play in hand, consider how this 

right might reflect when put into practice. It can be seen that, even though play is being formally 

described and defined by the UN as a free activity, it could in practice instead be confused with, 

145This view of nature, seen (enframed) according to its recreational usefulness, echoes 
certain important ideas from Martin Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology”, in The 
Question Concerning Technology and Other Essays, trans. William Lovitt (New York: Garland 
Publishing, [1954] 1977).
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contradicted by, and implemented as recreational activities or games. The Convention is an 

international treaty which sets out standard points of reference by which member-nation 

signatories can measure themselves. Signatories must send periodic reports to the UN, detailing 

their efforts or plans to meet the rights of the Convention. Canada is one such signatory, and has 

submitted five reports as of this writing.146 Reviewing what they have to say with respect to 

article 31, and play is rarely mentioned. When it is mentioned, it is largely used as a term that is 

interchangeable with games, leisure, sports, and recreation. These reports are an amalgamation 

from an untold and unnamed number of authors, likely the product of various government 

bureaucrats submitting the ways in which their department is meeting the articles of the 

Convention, with this then assembled into the legalese of a cohesive report by even more 

bureaucrats. Play is rarely considered or mentioned in Canada’s reports as a concept with 

independent worth all to its own, nor is play ever considered strictly as an activity of being free, 

let alone in a way which would oblige that the government might employ a freer, more hands-off

approach. To be sure, there are a number of points where the play of children is considered in 

terms of constructing playgrounds and providing programmes, and, insofar as these are 

considered spaces where children are free to do or be as they please, this is appropriate.147 

However, play is much more usually expressed by Canada’s reports with reference to recreation, 

exercise, games, or sports, and never appears to be considered as an activity unto its own and 

146See, Canada’s initial (1994), second (2003), third & fourth (combined, 2007) periodic
reports to the Committee for the Convention on the Rights of the Child, available on the 
UNICEF website, <https://www.unicef.ca/en/policy-advocacy-for-children/canada’s-reports>, 
and the latest, fifth & sixth reports (combined, 2019), available on the Canadian Coalition for the
Rights of Children website, <http://rightsofchildren.ca/canada-crc-5-6th-report/>.

147For example, in Canada’s initial report, the Government of Saskatchewan is said to 
“enable children to play and make use of recreational activities. Examples include trails, 
waterfront activities, playgrounds, supervised recreation and interpretive programmes, 
environmental education, fishing and hunting, drama, dance and outdoor festivals”. | Canada. 
Committee on the Rights of the Child. Consideration of Reports Submitted by States Parties 
Under Article 44 of the Convention, CRC/C/11Add.3, §Saskatchewan, K, p. 98.

http://rightsofchildren.ca/canada-crc-5-6th-report/
https://www.unicef.ca/en/policy-advocacy-for-children/canada%E2%80%99s-reports
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with independent worth. In the latest, combined fifth and sixth reports, the term “play” is never 

even mentioned.148 In fact, the final combined reports are receiving criticism from the Canadian 

Coalition for the Rights of Children—for reasons that include being too general, too brief, for 

being six months late, for a lack of serious or substantive analysis, for a lack of reporting, 

etcetera—who advise that civil society organizations provide alternative reports on the successes 

or failures of the Convention’s implementation.149 These criticisms are not necessarily related to 

the observations I am making here in this thesis, but they do indicate a certain failure when it 

comes to how these formal rights are being put into actual practice.

Despite the UN’s repeated and quite clear description of play itself as freedom, the UN 

right to play does not appear to manifest in practice with independent freedom itself as the 

primary end. Even with these clear enough descriptions, this rights policy is rather placing play 

in close association with recreational activities and games, to the point of confusion and 

contradiction. And, as this right moves further away from formal policy and is put into practice, 

we see that this confusion increases, such that the distinction of play from the other terms of 

article 31, the distinction that play is a uniquely free activity, becomes lost. This makes room for 

the right to play to manifest in practice not so much as a right to be free, but more so as a right to

game or to be gamed, as a so-called “right” to be controlled. Without a clear conception and 

distinction of play as freedom, or, apparently, even with one, controlling powers can readily 

confuse the distinction between play and games, paying mere lip-service to the idea of freedom 

in play, and yet at the same time engineering a situation where this so-called freedom can, to the 

contrary, be controlled, bound up and structured, in a very practical way, like a game.

148This is known by performing the “find” function (Ctrl-F) for the word “play” in the 
combined fifth and sixth reports.

149“Close Gaps through Systemic Change: Implement Children’s Rights in Canada: 
Alternative Report for the 5th/6th Review of Canada Under the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child”. Canadian Coalition for the Rights of Children, NGO Report, March 2020.
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Now that we have seen a way in which the freedom in play can become contradicted by 

the control in games, we move now to conversely consider a way in which the control in games 

can rather become contradicted by the freedom in play, in a scenario where the freedom in play 

rather (re)asserts itself and rebels against the control in games. We will see how the freedom in 

play, manifesting as an immutable act of self-expression, can contradict the control in games 

which rather manifest as arbitrary and exclusionary. This dynamic can be seen comedically 

dramatised in the film The Bad News Bears.150

In the plot of The Bad News Bears, the young son of a white-collar professional has been 

deemed too inept an athlete to be admitted into the local little league, and so his father files a 

lawsuit that legally obliges the league to create a team which will effectively become the 

dumping ground for supposedly inept players like his son; not only those least likely to perform 

well in the sport, but a motley assortment of undesirables and outcasts. The team is altogether a 

ragtag bunch; including an insouciant, washed-up, down-on-his-luck, alcoholic coach, a 

nearsighted pitcher, an overweight catcher, a foul-mouthed shortstop with a Napoleon complex, 

a boy who worries he is not good enough to be like his athletic idols (his “brothers”), a 

cripplingly shy boy who cannot speak up for himself, a couple of boys who cannot understand a 

lick of English, and a devil-may-care rebel who refuses the coach’s orders when these orders 

cramp his style and his fun and friendships. The coach is originally there just for the money, for 

his cheque, but at one point his motivation becomes to win, or, more accurately, to defeat the 

team of a coach he holds contempt for. To this end, he is able to convince an independent, sharp-

tongued young girl to also join the team, in spite of this being an all boy’s league, because she is 

an excellent pitcher (and it happens he has noble, fatherly affections for her; feelings he sadly 

150The Bad News Bears, directed by Michael Ritchie, starring Walter Matthau and 
Tatum O’Neal (California: Paramount Pictures, 1976), film. | The official trailer for the film 
provides a good sense for it: <https://youtu.be/sF6De-XP7x4>.

https://youtu.be/sF6De-XP7x4
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cannot express because of his self-interested callous standoffishness). Much of the entertainment 

of this film comes from the comedy of the Bears being spectacularly poor sportspersons. The 

coach of an opposing team argues that the Bears should quit the league altogether, for the sake of

the league and the sport itself, and, supposedly sympathetically, so that the Bears will stop 

embarrassing themselves with their ineptitude and poor sportsmanship, which makes him “sick”. 

There is a sense that the film will ultimately move towards communicating a moral not unlike 

that of most films of the sport genre, where the team learns it is through serious dedication in 

conforming to the sport that they gain success—this is a red herring. To the contrary, by the end 

of the film, the children and their coach ultimately come to realise that it is the overbearing 

control of the sport itself, not the supposedly bad or inept players, that is their biggest hurdle. 

And so they stop taking the sport seriously, and indeed quite unceremoniously embrace their 

confounding of its controls, its regulations and etiquettes, including overtly cheating at the game 

and treating it as a joke. They ultimately stop trying to win, they even stop trying to be good 

sportspersons who are polite and courteous in the face of victory or defeat, and they instead 

ultimately come to enjoy playing baseball only for the sake of playing it, as they are, irrespective

of whatever the game demands. In the penultimate moments of the film, after the Bears come to 

lose the championship game in a comedically spectacular display of disobedience, sabotage, and 

mischief, the opposing team does what is the good sportsmanlike thing to do, and apologise for 

any hard-felt animosity, congratulating the Bears on a good game. This is a classic example of  

good sporting behaviour, of remaining humble and respectful in spite of victory. But this is mere 

posturing to the Bears, who do not even feign pretenses of good sportsmanship, and instead 

choose to express themselves truly. The most foul-mouthed of the Bears speaks for them all 

when he yells back what are the final words of the film, saying, “You can take your apology and 
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your trophy and shove it straight up your ass!” The Bears all erupt and cheer at this and move to 

playfully celebrate in their second-rate status with some underage drinking courtesy of their 

alcoholic coach.

The Bad News Bears film exemplifies a scenario where the control of a game arbitrarily 

oppresses and excludes variously unique and idiosyncratic players who do not or cannot 

conform, especially those whose uniqueness the game deems as somehow inept or undesirable. 

But the individual freedom of these players instead acts against and rebelliously contradicts the 

oppressive and exclusionary control of the game. Because of their various individual quirks and 

unique personalities, the Bears were not particularly well suited for winning at the sport of 

baseball. But this does not mean that they cannot play the game. The Bears demonstrate that 

playing a game does not have to be about winning, and they further demonstrate that playing a 

game does not even have to be about respecting the game or taking it seriously much at all, and 

can even include outright contradicting it.

The playful attitude of the Bears became quite unserious and disrespectful to the 

controlling authority of the game. But even when a game is rather seen by players as something 

which should be taken seriously and respected, it remains that the freedom in play can still rebel 

against and contradict the control in a game to a good end. We can see this more serious and 

respectful dynamic illustrated in those real-world cases where transgendered players,151 who take

seriously and respect their sport of choice, are nevertheless discriminated against and excluded 

from playing due to the controlling authority of sport manifesting in ways where a particular 

vision of symmetrical fairness towards victory takes preference over these prospective players, 

and where it is felt that some transgendered players should be excluded because they can carry 

151Transgendered is broadly taken here as an umbrella term referring to individuals who 
in some manner challenge the traditionally binary sex/gender divide.
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certain advantages which threaten this symmetrical fairness. Although there are sexual 

reassignment surgeries, hormone blockers, and other medical technologies, and although many 

competitive sports place limitations on allowable ranges for a player’s hormonal profile,152 it 

nevertheless happens that male-to-female transgendered players who transition post-pubescantly 

can on average carry physiological advantages over their cisgendered counterparts in so-called 

women’s sports. One such advantage is that they tend to retain their inborn bone-structure, their 

osteology, and this can on average confer a not insignificant physical and mechanical advantage 

in athletic sport.153 Other reasons there might be an advantage here are larger inborn heart size, 

more red blood-cells, etcetera. Although there is some overlap, often not socially recognized, 

between male and female athletic performance, it remains that there is some mean difference 

between inborn male and female biological sex types.154 And so, a rational reason to exclude 

transgendered persons from sport is because of a vision of symmetrical fairness towards victory, 

152See, International Olympic Committee. 2015. “IOC Consensus Meeting on Sex 
Reassignment and Hyperandrogneism”, <https://stillmed.olympic.org/media/Document
%20Library/OlympicOrg/IOC/Who-We-Are/Commissions/Medical-and-Scientific-
Commission/EN-IOC-Consensus-Meeting-on-Sex-Reassignment-and-Hyperandrogenism.pdf>. | 
“The athlete’s total testosterone level in serum must remain below 10 nmol/L throughout the 
period of desired eligibility to compete in the female category”.

153See, for the medical science behind this, Michelle A. B. Sutherland, Richard J. 
Wassersug and Karen R. Rosenberg, “From transsexuals to transhumans in elite athletics: The 
implications of osteology (and other issues) in leveling the playing field”, in Transgender 
Athletes in Competitive Sport, edited by Eric Anderson and Ann Travers (New York: Routledge, 
2017). | “Male average higher [athletic] performance is mostly due to the influence of 
testosterone during development, which causes males to develop larger muscles and a different 
osteology … The absence of testosterone in post-pubertal MtF [male-to-female] transsexuals, 
while reducing muscle mass, does not reverse the developmental effects of high levels of 
testosterone and low levels of estrogen on the skeleton. Therefore, the osteological advantages 
that males typically acquire by puberty are retained even after transsexual transition. This allows 
MtF transsexuals to retain an average advantage over biological females in the generation of 
power in certain specific [athletic] actions” (p. 176).

154According to Eric Anderson, Ann Travers, and studies they cite in, “Introduction”, in 
Transgender Athletes in Competitive Sport, ed. Eric Anderson and Ann Travers (New York: 
Routledge, 2017), p. 3. | “We are not arguing that there is not a mean difference between ‘the 
sexes’ but that the overlap, depending upon the sport, is significant and socially unrecognized”.

https://stillmed.olympic.org/media/Document%20Library/OlympicOrg/IOC/Who-We-Are/Commissions/Medical-and-Scientific-Commission/EN-IOC-Consensus-Meeting-on-Sex-Reassignment-and-Hyperandrogenism.pdf
https://stillmed.olympic.org/media/Document%20Library/OlympicOrg/IOC/Who-We-Are/Commissions/Medical-and-Scientific-Commission/EN-IOC-Consensus-Meeting-on-Sex-Reassignment-and-Hyperandrogenism.pdf
https://stillmed.olympic.org/media/Document%20Library/OlympicOrg/IOC/Who-We-Are/Commissions/Medical-and-Scientific-Commission/EN-IOC-Consensus-Meeting-on-Sex-Reassignment-and-Hyperandrogenism.pdf
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upheld by a respect for the authoritative rule and control of the sport, where it is thought that 

cisgendered women might suffer a disadvantage if they are made to compete against 

transgendered counterparts who perhaps possess certain inborn advantages.155 There might 

therefore be some efficacy in fairness that comes from segregating sports based according to a 

sex binary, where a majority of women, cisgendered, are competitively insulated from the inborn

advantages of women who happen to possess certain characteristics of the male sex body type.

Let us grant that the inclusion of transgendered players in sport is a good and 

praiseworthy end, allowing such players to share in the benefits of sport, including to share in the

feelings of togetherness and belonging that sport can often provide. We can at the same time 

grant that there is some efficacy of fairness in the binary sex segregation of sport, allowing more 

or less symmetrical, cisgendered women to have greater access to the possibility of victory in 

sport than if they had to compete against counterparts who might be athletically advantaged by 

certain inborn male sex characteristics. These two values are incompatible, as it stands; one can 

only occur at the expense of the other. This dynamic is the same as the dynamic distinction I am 

highlighting with this thesis; it is a contradictory dynamic between the freedom of players to 

play, as opposed to the authoritative control of a game, which, in the case of transgendered 

players being kept away from their sport of choice, is an authoritative control that can manifest 

as discriminatory and exclusionary. The authoritative control of a sport becomes morally 

questionable when it effectively supplants the respectful, individual freedom of a player to play 

their game of choice because of a view of controlled symmetrical fairness towards victory in 

sport. If we take the position that the individual freedom of a player should be privileged over the

control in games, in this case a social control of binary sex-segregated sportive fairness, it can be

155This can be taken as a charitable steelman argument, a reason for excluding 
transgendered players in women’s sport that is not necessarily informed by hatred or bigotry.
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argued that there is a greater good to be had where play, the individual freedom of a player, 

actively but respectfully contradicts the control in a game, in this case the control of binary sex-

segregation. A transgendered individual can put the control in a sport into contradiction by 

actively insisting upon their right to freely play the sport as they are, as a transgendered 

individual. By doing this, the problems which the control in sport can manifest are put into 

greater relief, such as the problem of the exclusion of transgenedered athletes. This contradiction 

can also open up possibilities for a refocusing on what exactly it is that is valuable about playing 

a sport, and what should perhaps be emphasized or deemphasized. Perhaps it should be that the 

vision of controlled symmetrical fairness towards victory should be deemphasized, in favour of 

emphasizing those values connected to playing itself. The individual freedom of a player is 

emphasized as more valuable than the social controls of a game.

IV. Conclusion

I hope to have shown in this thesis how conceptions of play and games correlate with a 
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number of paradigms between freedom and control, leading to what is our contemporary 

conceptual distinction between the essential freedom in play, as distinct from the essential 

control in games, including leading to the complimentary hybrid-notion of being freely 

controlled in game-playing. I hope also to have shown that there are potentially substantive 

impacts which can follow if this distinction becomes unduly confused and contradictory. I am 

about to conclude that this distinction should be conserved, and continue to be appreciated as 

useful and true. But, to be sure, I would like to firstly say that this distinction should not 

necessarily be imposed such that it makes untenable or needlessly uncomfortable demands upon 

everyday thinking and colloquial conversation. If someone in an informal situation says to us, for

example, that they were or will be playing a game in some set of circumstances, and you happen 

to notice that there is not much of an element of freedom or control in the circumstances that 

they are describing, it does not necessarily follow from this that the meaning collapses upon 

itself. In many situations we must be relaxed and charitable towards what others are saying, 

including in what we ourselves are saying, and allow for idiomatic turns of phrasing and figures 

of speech that might be true in some sense but not necessarily in another. In order for a listener to

be charitable and understanding it rests upon them to place what is being said in context, and to 

not be too literal or semantic about it. To the extent that there is some need for clarity, to the 

extent that there can indeed be some helpful use for a distinction between whether an activity or 

occupation is more or less free or controlled, then it is up to the listener to ask “what precisely is 

it you mean?”—this I take to be the penchant of a philosopher.

The qualities of freedom and control are universal, and so, while distinct, how could it 

not be otherwise that they should in some ways overlap with one another? There is, to be sure, 

considerable ambiguity in this distinction as it manifests in life. Although these distinct qualities 
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are at bottom distinct, this is not to say that they are irreconcilable. I take them to be not unlike 

two poles between which the universal animal activity of game-playing happens to fall more or 

less on the side of one or the other, as either more or less free, or as more or less controlled. It is 

unlikely that an activity of either play or games could actually even exist completely on its own, 

without some involvement of the other. With the freedom in play, there is always at the very 

least some inexorable element of control or structure undergirding this engagement, if only the 

rule of gravity, or the principle of cogito. And so there is actually no such thing as completely 

pure playing, there is no such thing as being completely free and uncontrolled, since we as 

embodied beings can never be completely actively free from, say, the natural rule of gravity, nor 

be completely actively free from our own basic awareness as thinking beings. Likewise with the 

control in games, there is always at the very least some inexorable aspect of freedom that persists

in any conscious activity, such as the freedom to choose to engage in the activity or not, or there 

is even at least, in the case where the player is absolutely compelled to engage, some freedom of 

knowing or feeling that one would like to do differently if they had only the ability to do so. And

so here too there actually is no such thing as a completely pure game, of being completely 

controlled without any freedom at all, since we always hold onto at least some feeling of free 

independent selfhood or thought.

Notwithstanding everyday understanding and colloquial speech, for purposes of greater 

analytic accuracy and truth it is important to identify and to discriminate between things. One 

good reason to identify and put into even greater relief the distinction between free play and 

controlled games is because these two concepts each have quite significant value independent of 

one another, and as such they should not be unduly confused. As an activity of freedom, and 

insofar as there is significant value to be had in freedom, the concept of play should not at 
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bottom be confused with games, because games by themselves are rather illiberal and unfree. 

Unlike games, the valuable, inherent freedom in play belongs to that minimum sphere of 

independence that every person needs if they are to develop and maintain themselves of their 

own accord, so that they might become an individual who is more than just the amalgamation of 

their group affiliation. Without such a sphere of self-expressed, independent and individual 

freedom, including the enjoyable variety of diverse personalities this sphere can manifest for 

society at large, and including the good feelings of liberation and creativity this sphere can bring 

about, life as an individual becomes less worth living. Play per se should therefore ultimately be 

considered not necessarily as anything involving games, but necessarily as an activity of being 

free, an activity where an individual can, of their own accord and without interference, do or be 

whatever or however they choose to do or be. On the other hand, as controlled activities, and 

insofar as there is significant value to be had in being controlled, the concept of games should 

not at bottom be confused with play, because play by itself is rather unruly and uncontrolled. 

Unlike play, the valuable, inherent control in games uniquely helps to instill norms of behaviour, 

including lending to society at large a beneficial host of reliably ordered and cooperative 

citizens. Without such norms that come from being controlled, including the peaceable civility of

a cohesive citizenry, and including the good feelings of belonging and togetherness this brings, 

life as a citizen becomes less worth living. Games per se should therefore ultimately be 

considered not necessarily as anything involving play, but necessarily as an occupation of being 

controlled, where people can find themselves and their affiliate identity as put together, 

organised and honed. There is also significant value in the complimentary, hybrid, best-of-both-

worlds notion of game-playing, of being freely controlled. The distinction should be made even 

more so with they hybrid notion of game-playing, because the hybrid proximity of these 
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concepts can confuse and belie their distinction, in ways such that being free in play might 

unduly be taken to mean being controlled in games, or vice versa such that being controlled in 

games might unduly be taken to mean being free in play. It would be untrue, and therefore bad, 

to believe oneself to be freely engaged in an activity, when in fact one is rather being controlled 

by it. In this way, it would be bad to believe oneself to be engaged in play when they are actually

to the contrary occupied by a game.
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